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XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
1999 Summer Sessions 
Numbers To Call 
Admissions 
Undergraduate/Degree Seeking 




22 years ond older 





Health Services Administration 























All Cord Center 
Bookstore 
Bursar's Off1ce 
Center for Adult & Port Time Students !CAPS) 
Consortium lnformot1on 
Education Deportment 




Lodge Leorntng Lob 
Registrar's Offtce 
Residence Life 
Safety & Secunty 
Summer Sess1ons 
Wnhng Center 
Summer Bulletin Request Line 
All Students 745 4381 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
May 19 Wed 
May 21 Fn 
May 25 Tues 
May 31 Mon 
June 4 Frt 
June 9 Wed 
June 11 Fri 
June 12 Sot 
June 14 Mon 
JUNE 21 - JULY 16 
JUNE 21 - JULY 22 
June 23 Wed 
June 24 Thurs 
June 30 Wed 
July 5 Mon 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
July 9 Fn 
July 10 Sot 
July 13 Tues 
July 24 Sot 
JULY 26 - AUGUST 19 
July 28 Wed 
Aug 2 Mon 
Aug 9 Mon 
Aug 13 Fn 
FIRST SESSION 
Miller Anologtes Test 7pm-Kelley Aud/Aiter Hall 
Deodltne to apply for GMAT test held on June 12 
Lost day tn 1st sesston to elect oudtt to credtf 
Memorial Day - Classes do not meet 
GMAT Workshop 
Make up day for M,W classes in 1st sess1on 
Miller Anologtes Test 7pm-Kelley Aud/Aiter Hall 
Deadline to Apply forM Ed Camp Exam 
GMATTest 
Lost day to wtthdrow from 1st sesston 
SECOND SESSION 
THIRD SESSION 
Lost day in 2nd session to elect oudtllo credtl 
Lost day 1n 3rd session to elect oud1t to credtt 
Lost day to wtthdrow from 2nd & 3rd sesstons 
Independence Day Observed - Classes do not meet 
FOURTH SESSION 
Make up day for M,W classes in 2nd, 3rd 
and 4th sessions 
M Ed Comprehensive Exam 1 30pm-Kelley 
Aud/Aiter Hall 
Lost day tn 4th sesston to elect oudtt to cred1t 
Miller Anologtes Test 130pm Kelley Aud/Aiter Hall 
FIFTH SESSION 
Lost day 1n 5th sesston to elect oud1t to credtt 
Lost day to Withdraw from 4th session 
Lost day to wthdrow from 5th sesston 
August graduation dote - No ceremony 
SUMMER OPEN REGISTRATION SOiEDUL£ 
Apr 7 Wed 8 OOom-7 OOpm 
Begtnmng Arpil 8th, reg1strotton will continue dunng regular offtce hours 
Lost dote to regtster for any summer class 1s before the second class meehng 
While """'Y effort IS mode 10 provide occurote and currenltnlormot•on. XO\Iler Unwersory re<ervt>S the nghllo change, 
W1thovt notoce. statements on !he bulleton concerrung rules. policies. fees. curnculo. courses or other moners 
SUMMER OFFICE HOURS • ACADEMIC COMPUTING 
Alter and CBA Lobs 745-3074, 745-3073 
Monday-Thursday 9 OOom-10 OOpm 
Friday, Saturday 10 OOom-4 OOpm 
Closed Sunday 
Cohen Lob 745-3720 
Monday-Thursday 11 .00om800pm 
Friday-Sunday Closed 
Elet Lob 7 45-3017 
Monday-Thursday 9 OOom-9 OOpm 
Friday, Saturday 10 OOom 4 OOpm 
Closed Sunday 
University Center Lob 745-3288 
Monday-Thursday 8 OOom-llOOpm 
Fndoy 8 OOom-8 OOpm 
Saturday 8 OOom-6 OOpm 
Closed Sunday 
ALL CARD CENTER University Center 
Mondoy-Fndoy 9 OOom-5 OOpm 
BOOKSTORE University Center 
Monday-Fnday· 8 30om-5 OOpm 
'Except holtdoys or unless otherWise 
1ndtcoted by posttng on door 
Wednesday 15/19·8/11) 8 30om-6 15pm 
Special Hours 
May 17 20 8 30om-6 15pm 
June 21 24 8 30om-6 15pm 
July 6 8 8 30om-6 15pm 
July 26 29 8 30om-6 15pm • Saturday 5/29.6/5,6/26 10 OOom 4 OOpm OFFICE OF THE BURSAR 135 Alter Hall Mondoy-Fndoy 8 30om-5 OOpm CENTER FOR ADULT & PART· TIME 
STUDENTS (CAPS) 102 Alter Hall 
Monday-Thursday 8 OOom-6 30pm 
Fndoy 8 OOom-4 OOpm 
Saturday lthru 7/27' 8 OOom-2 OOpm 
GRADUATE SERVICES 312 Elet Hall 
Mondoy-Fndoy 8 30om- 5 OOpm 
LODGE l£ARNING LAB Cohen Center 
June 14 August 13 
Monday-Thursday 8 30om-6 OOpm 
Friday 8 30om-4 OOpm 
Closed Saturday & Sunday 
MBAOFFlCE 2nd Floor CBA 
Monday-Thursday 8 30om-6 OOpm 
Friday 8 30om-5 OOpm 
MCDONALD UBRARY 
Monday-Thursday 8 OOom-9 OOpm 
SpeCial Fndoy Hours 
5/28. 712. 7/30, 8/6, 8/13 8 OOom-5 OOpm 
5/21, 6/4-6/25, 7/9-7/23 8 OOom-7 OOpm 
Saturday 10 OOom-6 OOpm 
Closed Sunday 
Closed Monday 5/31 & 715 
OFFlCE OF THE REGISTRAR 129 Alter Hall 
Monday-Thursday 800om 6 30pm 
Fndoy 8 OOom-5 OOpm 
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ACCOUNTING 
MAY 17 - JUNE 2 
•M, W classes also meet Frirl•• June 4 
ACCT 200-91 INTRODUCTORY R b 00-915 SURDICK 3 00 lNDlOl 
ACG 300-81 INTERMEDIATE Fl MW 6 QQ.Q 15 SUR DICK 3 00 lND 101 
ACG803-81 ACCTING CONCI MW (l 00-915 AllEN 300 CBA 17 
ACG901-81 ACCT ANALYSIS MW 6 00 915 DEVINE 300 CBA19 
ACG901-91 ACCT ANALYSIS I • MC•M Ot (J 00-915 O'COCK 300 CBA17 
ACCT 901-A1 ACCT ANALYSIS •MMT.tt MW 4 00 715 O'CLOCK 300 LND 101 
JUNE 14 - JULY 9 
SlAW 300-0S LEGAL ENVIRONr MWf (l 00 915 STAFF 3 00 ALT 322 
JUNE 28 - JULY 7t 
ACCT201-92 INTRO MANAGE~ I fl. MWf (J 00 915 VANDERBECK 300 LNQ103 
JUNE 28 - AUGU- . S 
•M,W classes also meet Friel \ Jul 
ACCT 301-83 MW oOO 915 AllEN 300 CBA 17 
ACCT 948-83 MW 600 915 SCHLJTZMAN 3 00 CBA 19 
ART 
MAY 17 - JUNE 2A 
•M,W classes also meet Frida June 4 .. 
ARTS 111-81 THE ART EXPERIE :r MW 615 9 3 TRUE 300 COH 70 
NOTE ARTS 111-81 } lob fee 
JUNE 21 - JULY 22 
•M, W classes also meet Frida} Jul q . 
' ARTS 221·13 ElEMENTARY SCH t Ah!T MTW=" 7 30-10 00 COPf£P 300 COH168A NOTE ARTS 221-13} lob fee $10 ARTS 521-13 ElEMENTARY SCHOO ARI MTWR 7 30 10 00 CO::>tt:P 300 COH 168~ 
NOTE ARTS 521-13} lob fee 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W classes also meet Frida) Ju . 9. 
ARTS 111-84 THE ART EXPERIEI\I MW 6 59 30 TRUE 300 CO;.J 70 
NOTE. ARTS 111-84 } Lob fee $30 
BIOLOGY 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M,W classes also meet FridO\ June 4. 
BIOL112-81 liFE GROWING & .J.VING MW 6 5-B 45 ?ITR 200 AtB107 
BIOl125-91 liFE lAB INVESTIC - ION TR 6 5-B ~5 PETR 00 :.tB 303 
NOTE BIOl 125-91 } lob fee 
BIOL140-51 HUMAN ANATOM PHYS MTWR 7 30-9 05 ;-iQRAN 300 AtB 103 
BIOL141-A1 HUM ANATOMY & " iY5 lAS TR 9 20-· 50 GEi-INEP 00 ALB30:? 
NOTE BIOL141-A1 }lab fee 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W classes also meet FridO\ Ju! 9. 
BIOL 142-54 HUMAN ANATOM -.Nrl P'-JYS I MTWR 7 30-9 05 GROSSMAN 3 00 A:..S 107 
BIOL 143-A4 HUM ANATOMY & -!\'51 .AB TR Q 20 150 GEi-iNER 00 thll302 
NOTE BIOL 143-A4 } lob fee s 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAY 17 - MAY 21 
BUAD 904-1S GLOBAL STRATEGIC THINKING MTWRF 8:00-5:00 PARK 
MAY17 
BUAD 925-0S SERVICE LEARNING PRAOICUM M 6:00-9:00 SHRIBERG 
NOTE BUAD 925-0S} Closs meets 5/17 at 6 00-9 OOpm Other meetings as required 
MAY 22 - JUNE 19 
BUAD 904-2S GLOBAL STRATEGIC THINKING s 8:00-5:00 PARK 
JUNE 7 - JUNE 11 
3.00 CBA4 
3.00 AlT 206 
3.00 LND 101 
Preossignment on Friday, April 30th 5:30pm-9:30pm. Preassignment is mandatory; individuals 1fi 
cannot register for doss without attending preassignment. No registration permitted after 
preassignment date. 
BUAD 901-1S LEGAL, ETHICAL & REG ENVIRON MWF 8 00-5:00 FIORELLI 2.00 ALT 222 !() 
JUNE 8 - JUNE 12 .. 
Preassignment on Friday, April 30th 5:30pm-9:30pm. Preassignment is mandatory; individuals ::) 
cannot register for doss without attending preassignment. No registration permitted after 0 
preassignment date. 
BUAD 901-2S LEGAL, ETHICAL & REG ENVIRON TRS 8:00-5:00 FIORELLI 2.00 ALT 222 u 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
BUAD 901-94 lEGAL, ETHICAL & REG ENVIRON TR 6.15-8 30 BRANDT 
BUSINESS STATISTICS 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, June 4. 
STAT 200-91 INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS STAT 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
STAT 801-94 MANAGERIAL STATISTICS 
CHEMISTRY 
MAY 17 - JUNE 25 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, June 4. 
TR 6 00-9 15 WILSON 
TR 6 00-915 BLACKWELL 
All labs have an S85 fee, except for CHEM 161. 
CHEM 160-11 GENERAL CHEMISTRY I 
CHEM 161-21 GENERAl CHEMISTRY I LAB 
NOTE. CHEM 161- 21} lob fee $65 
CHEM 240-11 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I 
CHEM 241-21 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I LAB 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 13 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
All labs have an $85 fee. 
CHEM 162-14 GENERAL CHEMISTRY II 
CHEM 165-24 GENERAL CHEMISTRY II LAB 
CHEM 242-14 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II 
CHEM 243-24 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LAB 
MTWR 8 00-9 50 DAVIS 
TWR 10:00-12.50 STROUD 
MTWRF 7:30-8:50 MCLOUGHLIN 
MTR 9:00-12:20 MAJETI 
MTWR 8:00-9:50 BABA 
TWR 10:00-1250 MARAWI 
MTWRF 7:30-8·50 STAFF 
MTR 9:00-12:20 MAJETI 
2.00 CBA 7 
3.00 CBA 19 
3 00 CBA 19 
3.00 lOG 205 
100 LOG206 
3.00 LOG 101 
100 LOG 305 
3 00 LOG 205 
100 lOG 206 
3.00 LOG 101 
100 LOG 30S 
3 
4 COMMUNICATION ARTS ' MAY 10 - MAY 21 
COMM 410-0S WAR & PEACE IN LIT & FILM MTWRF 1:00-5:00 WHITE 3.00 ALT 314 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M, W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
COMM 207-11 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION TR 8:00-11:15 FINCH 3.00 ALT 314 
MAY 22 - JULY 24 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
COMM 469-19 SEM: ORGANIZATIONAL COMM s 8:30-12:00 FINCH 3.00 ALT 314 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
COMM 101-94 ORAL COMMUNICATION TR 6:15-9:30 HAGERlY 3.00 COH 143 
COMM 110-84 ART OF THE FILM MW 6·15-9:30 HAGERlY 3.00 COH143 
NOTE: COMM 110-84 } Course fee $35. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
CJUS 210-91 BASIC CONST LAW & AMER JUST I TR 6·15-9:30 ENDRES 3.00 COH 133B 
CJUS 321-81 JUVENILE JUSTICE IN A CHG SOC MW 6·15-9:30 RICHARDSON 3.00 COH 110 
CJUS 610-91 BASIC CONST LAW & AMER JUST I TR 615-9:30 ENDRES 3.00 COH 133B 
CJUS 621-81 JUVENILE JUSTICE IN A CHG SOC MW 6:15-9 30 RICHARDSON 3.00 COH 110 
MAY 22 - JULY 24 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
CJUS 101-19 INTRO TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE s 8:30-12:00 STAFF 3.00 COH 110 
JULY 6 - JULY 16 
CJUS 167-0S INTRO TO SOCIAL WORK MTWRF 5·00-9 30 LONG 3.00 COH 133A 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
CJUS 266-94 CRIME & PERSONALilY TR 615-9:30 KAPP 300 ELT 217 
CJUS 566-94 CRIME & PERSONALilY TR 615-9:30 KAPP 300 ELT 217 
ECONOMICS 
MAY 17 - JUNE 10 
*M, W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
ECON 801-81 MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS MW 6·00-915 COBB 2.00 CBA 1 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M, W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
ECON 200-81 MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES MW 6:00-915 WILSON 3.00 CBA3 
ECON 901-91 GLOBAL ECONOMIC ENVIRON TR 6:00-915 COBB 300 CBA 1 
JULY 6 - JULY 29 
*M, W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
ECON 802-84 MICROECONOMIC ANALYSIS MW 6:00-915 BLACKWELL 2.00 CBA3 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
ECON 201-84 MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES MW 6:00-915 WEINBERG 3.00 CBA 1 
ECON 901-84 GLOBAL ECONOMIC ENVIRON MW 600-915 ABU-RASHED 3 00 CBA 5 
ECON 901-94 GLOBAL ECONOMIC ENVIRON TR 6:00-9:15 WEINBERG 3.00 CBA 1 
ECON 927-94 INTERNAT'L ECON & BUSINESS TR 6:00-9.15 ABU-RASHED 3.00 CBA5 
EDUCATION 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M,W dasses also meet on Friday, June 4. 
EDAD 565-91 SCHOOl lAW I TR 6.15-9·30 CONCANNON 3.00 AlT 302 
EDAD 660-81 CURR DESIGN & TEACH STRAT MW 6:15-9·30 STAFF 300 AlT 224 
EOCO 536-91 GROUP PROCESS TR 6:15-9:25 SHERWOOD 3.00 JOS 206 
EDEl314-91 TEACHING READING TR 6.15-9:30 PROSAK-BERES 3.00 ElT 11 
EOEl315-81 TEACHING MATHEMATICS MW 6:15-9:30 DINKHEllER 3.00 COH 192 
EDEl 514-91 TEACHING READING TR 6:15-9:30 PROSAK-BERES 3.00 ElT 11 
EDEl 515-81 TEACHING MATHEMATICS MW 6:15-9:30 DINKHEllER 300 COH 192 
EDFD 251 81 INSTRUCTIONAl TECHNOlOGY MW 6:15-9:30 GEER 3 00 ElT 101 
EDFD 502-91 HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUC TR 6:15-9:30 KESSINGER 3.00 AlT 314 In EDFD 503-81 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAl PSYCH MW 6:15-9:30 WOODDEll 3.00 FlH 2 EDFD 505-81 EDUCATIONAl ADMINISTRATION MW 615-9 30 STAFF 3.00 AlT 302 
EDFD 507-91 EDUCATIONAl RESEARCH TR 6.15-9 25 FliCK 2.00 FlH2 "' NOTE EDFD 507-91 l Class meets May 17-June 10. ~ EDFD 508-91 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA- FliCK 1.00 TBA ::) NOTE: EDFD 508-91) Class meets May 17-June 10 
EDME 359-91 FULL DAY CHILD CARE METHODS TR 615-930 BRONSIL 3.00 JOS 113 0 NOTE EDME 359-91) Course fee $6 
EDME 559-91 FULL DAY CHILD CARE METHODS TR 615-9 30 BRONSIL 300 JOS 113 u NOTE EDME 559-91) Course fee 56 
EDRE 371 ·81 CONTENT AREA liTERACY MW 615-9 30 PROSAK-BERES 300 ARM3 
NOTE. EDRE 371-81 l Far elementary, secondary. spec ed and reading endorsement programs 
EDRE 571 -81 CONTENT AREA liTERACY MW 615-9:30 PROSAK-BERES 300 ARM3 
NOTE EDRE 571-81 l For elementary. seconday, spec ed and reading endorsement programs 
EDSM 523-81 SPORTS ADMINISTRATION SEM MW 6.15-9 30 QUINN 3 00 FLH 3 
EDSM 662-91 PR&COMMUNICATION IN SPORT TR 6:15-9:30 GAMBLE 3 00 FLH 3 
EDSP 585-81 GIT PROG DESIGN & PRACTICES I MW 6.15-9:30 STAFF 3.00 ARM2 
MAY 24 - JULY 1 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
EDSM 132-0S SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT MW 6 15-9 30 WEISSBUCH 3 00 ALT 222 
JUNE 14 - JULY 9 
•M, W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
EDCO 579-22 PSYCH & ACHIEVE TESTING MTWR 9 35-1130 NELSON 2-3 ARM2 
EDFD 507-0S EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MW 615-9 25 FliCK 2 00 COH 190 
EDFD 508-0S EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA- FLICK 100 TBA 
JUNE 21 - JULY 16 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
EDAD 543-32 SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION MTWR 11 40-1 .35 BRANDT 2 00 CBA3 
EDCO 537-82 ORG & ADM OF COUNSEliNG SER MW 615-9 30 GOULET 200 JOS 212 
EDCO 630-82 HIST&SYST IN AGC&COMM COUN MW 615-9 30 STAFF 2.00 JOS 206 
EDCO 638-92 CROSS-CULTURAL COUNSEliNG TR 6 15-9 25 STAFF 2 00 JOS 212 
EDCO 640-82 FAMILY RElATIONS MW 6.15-9 30 O'CONNEll 2.00 ALT 313 
EDCO 773-52 COUNSEliNG PRACTICUM MTWR 4:00-5 50 GOULET 2.00 JOS 206 
EDEl311-32 TEACHING SCIENCE MTWR 1140-1 15 STAFF 2.00 ARM3 
EDEl312-22 TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES MTWR 9:35-1110 BURNS 2.00 COH 194 
EDEL 314-22 TEACHING READING MTWRF 9 35-1130 GRAY 300 ELT 11 
EDEL 511-32 TEACHING SCIENCE MTWR 11 40-115 STAFF 2.00 ARM3 
EDEL512-22 TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES MTWR 935-11 10 BURNS 200 COH 194 
EDEl514-22 TEACHING READING MTWRF 9 35-1130 GRAY 300 ELT 11 
EDFD 507-12 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MTWR 7 30-9 05 GAFFNEY 200 ELT 318 
EDFD 507-22 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MTWR 9:35-1110 GAFFNEY 2.00 ELT 318 
EDFD 507-82 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MW 615-9 30 STAFF 2.00 AlT219 
EDFD 507-A2 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH MW 615-9 30 BERES 200 AlT 314 
EDFD 508-82 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA- STAFF 100 TBA 
EDFD 508-A12 EDUCATIONAl RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA- GAFFNEY 1.00 TBA 
5 EDFD 508-A2 EDUCATIONAl RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA- BERES 100 TBA 
EDFD 508-A22 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH PAPER TBA TBA- GAFFNEY 1.00 TBA 
6 EDSP 201-12 INTRO TO EMOTIONAL DIST CHILD MTWR 7:30-9:25 SETA 2.00 ALT 201 
EDSP 202-32 SPEECH & LANGUAGE DEVELOP MTWR 1140-1:15 STAFF 2.00 FLH 3 
EDSP 306-42 EDUC&BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT TWR 1:45-3:45 MERRILL 2.00 JOS 306 
EDSP 501-12 INTRO TO EMOTIONAL DIST CHILD MTWR 7:30-9:25 SETA 2.00 ALT 201 
EDSP 502-32 SPEECH & LANGUAGE DEVELOP MTWR 11:40-1:15 STAFF 2.00 FLH 3 
EDSP 506-42 EDUC&BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT TWR 1.45-3:45 MERRILL 2.00 JOS 306 
READING ENDORSEMENT PROGRAM 
JUNE 21 - JULY 16 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
EDRE 371-12 CONTENT AREA LITERACY MTWRF 7:30-9:25 PERRY 3.00 COH35 
NOTE EDRE 371-12} For reading endorsement program students 
EDRE 472-22 THEORIES OF READING MTWRF 9 35-1130 GRAY 3 00 COH35 
EDRE 478-42 DIAGNOSIS/CORR OF READ DISAB MTWRF 1:45-3:40 ON DASH 3.00 COH35 
EDRE 569-32 FOUNDATIONS OF LITERACY MTWRF 11:40-1:35 ON DASH 2.00 COH35 
EDRE 571-12 CONTENT AREA LITERACY MTWRF 7 30-9:25 PERRY 3.00 COH35 
NOTE. EDRE 571-12} For reading endorsement program students 
EDRE 672-22 THEORIES OF READING MTWRF 9 35-11 30 GRAY 3.00 COH35 
EDRE 678-42 DIAGNOSIS/CORR OF READ DISAB MTWRF 1:45-3:40 ON DASH 3.00 COH35 
JULY 19 - JULY 30 
EDRE 679-0S PRACTICUM IN READING MTWRF 9 00-3 30 PERRY 3 00 COH14 
JUNE 21 - JULY 22 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
EDAD 541-13 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMIN MTWR 7 30-9 25 STAFF 3.00 CBA3 
EDAD 542-23 SECONDARY SCHOOL ADMIN MTWR 9 35-11 30 BRANDT 3.00 CBA3 
EDAD 562-23 POLITICAL STRUCT & PUBLIC RELAT MTWR 9 35-11.30 EFFRON 3.00 CBA 7 
EDAD 564-13 ADMIN OF STAFF PERSONNEL MTWR 7 30-9 25 EFFRON 3.00 CBA 7 
EDAD 565-33 SCHOOL LAW I MTWR 11 40-1:35 BRADLEY 3.00 ALT 222 
EDAD 566-33 SCHOOL FINANCE & ECONOMICS MTWR 11:40-135 SCHMIDT 3 00 CBA 7 
EDAD 570-13 POLICY PLANNING & EVALUATION MTWR 7 30-9 25 TOBERGTE 3.00 ALT222 
EDAD 660-23 CURR DESIGN & TEACH STRAT MTWR 9 35-1130 BRADLEY 3.00 ALT 222 
EDCO 533-23 COUNSELING PRIN & TECHNIQUES MTWR 9 35-11.30 RICHARDSON 3.00 JOS 206 
EDCO 536-33 GROUP PROCESS MTWR 11 40-1:35 RICHARDSON 300 JOS 206 
EDCO 636-13 CAREER DEVELOP & INFO SERV MTWR 7 30-9·25 ZINK 3.00 JOS 206 
EDCO 669-43 COUNSELING LAB MTWR 1:45-3:40 PARSONS 3.00 JOS 212 
NOTE EDCO 669-43 } Liability Insurance Fee S30. 
EDCO 670-43 FIELD EXPERIENCE MTWR 145-3 40 ANDERSON 3.00 JOS 206 
NOTE EDCO 6 70-43 } Liability Insurance Fee S30 
EDCO 671-01 COUNSELING INTERNSHIP MTWR 1:45-3:40 ANDERSON 2.00 JOS 206 
EDCO 671-02 COUNSELING INTERNSHIP MTWR 1 45-3:40 ANDERSON 2 00 JOS 206 
EDCO 671-03 COUNSELING INTERNSHIP MTWR 1 45-3:40 ANDERSON 2.00 JOS 206 
EDEL 326-23 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE MTWR 9 35-11.30 MCCONNELL 3.00 JOS 212 
EDEL 526-23 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE MTWR 9 35-1130 MCCONNELL 3.00 JOS 212 
EDFD 251-23 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY MTWR 9 35-11 30 CO TIER 3.00 ALT B15 
EDFD 501-33 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION MTWR 11 40-135 RIORDAN 3.00 FLH 2 
EDFD 502-23 HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUC MTWR 9 35-11.30 RIORDAN 300 FLH 2 
EDFD 503-33 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH MTWR 11 40-135 STAFF 3.00 ELT11 
EDFD 503-43 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH MTWR 1140-135 STARK 3.00 JOS 306 
EDFD 505-13 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION MTWR 7.30-9 25 BURNS 3.00 COH 194 
EDFD 505-23 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION MTWR 9 35-11 30 BOOTHE 3.00 ALT 214 
EDME 351-13 MONT ED PHIL APPROACH MTWR 7.30-9.25 BRONSIL 3.00 JOS 113 
EDME 353-23 MONT MATH & GEOMETRY METH MTWR 9 35-12 00 MCKENZIE 3.00 JOS lll 
NOTE. EDME 353-23} Course fee $30 
EDME 364-23 EARLY CHILDHOOD/MONT METH MTWR 9 35-12 00 STAFF 3.00 JOS 113 
NOTE. EDME 364-23} Course fee $56 
EDME 551-13 MONT ED PHIL APPROACH MTWR 7:30-9 25 BRONSIL 3.00 JOS 113 
EDME 553-23 MONT MATH & GEOMETRY METH MTWR 9 35-12:00 MCKENZIE 3.00 JOS lll 
NOTE EDME 553-23} Course fee $30 
EDME 563-43 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MW 100-4:30 STAFF 3.00 ELT 318 
EDME 564-23 EARLY CHILDHOOD/MONT METH MTWR 9·35-12.00 STAFF 3.00 JOS 113 
NOTE EDME 564-23} Course fee $56 
EDRE 371-33 CONTENT AREA LITERACY MTWR 11:40-1.35 MCCONNELL 3.00 JOS 212 
NOTE: EDRE 371-33} For elementary, secondary, spec ed majors. 
EDRE 571-33 CONTENT AREA LITERACY MTWR 1140-1:35 MCCONNELL 3 00 JOS 212 
NOTE: EDRE 571-33 l For elementary, seconday, spec ed majors 
EDSP 200-13 SP ED: IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES MTWR 7:30-9 25 STAFF 3.00 JOS 306 
EDSP 203-53 SP ED: COMM & COLLABORATION MTWR 4c00-5.55 BREEN 300 JOS 306 
EDSP 363-13 SPED: ASSESSMENT & EVAL MTWR 7:30-9:25 CHURCH-KISSEL 3.00 JOS 212 
EDSP 500-13 SP ED: IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES MTWR 7:30-9 25 STAFF 3.00 JOS 306 
EDSP 503-53 SP ED: COMM & COLLABORATION MTWR 4:00-5.55 BREEN 3 00 JOS 306 
EDSP 579-43 AUTISM AND POD TWR 145-345 STAFF 3.00 ARM3 
EDSP 563-13 SP ED: ASSESSMENT & EVAL MTWR 7·30-9 25 CHURCH-KISSEL 3.00 JOS 212 
EDSP 581-23 PLAY & ITS ROLE IN DEVEL&LEARN MTWR 9 35-1130 WINTERMAN 3 00 JOS306 
EDSP 584-53 G!T ASSESSMENT & INSTRUCTION MTWR 4:00-5.55 STAFF 300 JOS 212 
JUNE 21 - JULY 29 
Kl *M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
EDAD 760-83 COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION MW 615-9 30 ULRICH 3 00 ALT 316 en EDFD 502-83 HISTORY OF AMERICAN EDUC MW 6·15-9·30 KESSINGER 3 00 ALT 319 
EDFD 503-93 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH TR 615-9·30 OMELTSCHENKO 3.00 ELT 318 ~ 
NOTE: EDFD 503-93} For Agency/Community Counseling students only ::) EDFD 505-83 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION MW 615-9:30 BRANDT 3 00 JOS 306 
EDFD 505-93 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION TR 6 15-9·30 BRANDT 3 00 JOS 306 0 EDME 363-43 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MW 100-4 30 STAFF 3 00 ELT 318 
EDME 563-43 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MW 100-4:30 STAFF 300 ELT 318 u 
EDSP 200-93 SPED IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES TR 615-9 30 HAWKINS 3 00 ARM3 
EDSP 500-93 SP ED: IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES TR 6 15-9 30 HAWKINS 3.00 ARM3 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,w dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
EDHR 644-84 MOTIVATION & BEHAVIOR IN ORG MW 615-9 30 COSGROVE 3 00 ElT 217 
EDSM 495-04 INTERNSHIP IN SPORT MGMT TBA TBA GAMBLE 39 TBA 
EDSM 642-84 SPORT FUND-RAISING MW 6.15-9:30 GAMBLE 3 00 FLH3 
EDSM 695-04 INTERNSHIP IN SPORT ADMIN TBA TBA GAMBLE 3-6 TBA 
EDSP 445-94 ADULT LIFESTYLE & AGING TR 600-915 OSTERFELD 3 00 FLH 3 
EDSP 645-94 ADULT LIFESTYLE & AGING TR 6 00-915 OSTERFELD 3 00 FLH 3 
JULY 26 - AUGUST 19 
EDAD 561-25 ADMIN OF PUPIL PERSONNEL SER MTWR 915-10 50 EFFRON 200 CBA3 
EDCO 533-85 COUNSELING PRIN & TECHNIQUES MW 6:15-930 PARSONS 300 JOS 206 
EDCO 536-95 GROUP PROCESS TR 615-9 30 SHERWOOD 3 00 JOS 212 
EDFD 503-85 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH MW 615-9 30 PHILLIPS 3 00 JOS 212 
EDFD 503-95 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH TR 615-9 30 WOODDELL 3 00 JOS 206 
ENGLISH 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M,W dasses also meet Friday, June 4. 
ENGL 205-31 LIT & MORAL IMAGINATION MTWR 11 30-1 05 FINKELSTEIN 3.00 ALT 201 
ENGL 205-81 LIT & MORAL IMAGINATION MW 615-9·30 GETZ 3.00 ALT 201 
ENGL 405-81 HISTORY OF LITERARY CRITICISM MW 615-9:30 FONTANA 3 00 ALT 202 
ENGL 683-91 MODERN AMERICAN POETRY TR 6 15-9:30 FINKELSTEIN 3.00 ALT 201 
MAY 22 - JULY 24 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Others students permitted on a space available. 
ENGL 205-19 LIT & MORAL IMAGINATION s 8 30-12 00 TIMBERLAKE 3.00 ALT 322 
JUNE 21 - JULY 22 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
ENGL 124-93 STUDIES IN FICTION TR 615-9:30 GETZ 3.00 ALT213 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
ENGL 101-84 ENGLISH COMPOSITION MW 615-930 TODD 3 00 ALT 201 7 ENGL124-94 STUDIES IN FICTION TR 615-9 30 HERREN 300 ALT 201 
ENGL520-94 LINGUISTICS TR 6·15-9:30 WINKELMANN 300 ALT207 
8 FINANCE 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
FINC 801-81 CORPORATE FINANCE 
FINC 901-81 MANAGERIAL FINANCE 
FINC 901-91 MANAGERIAL FINANCE 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 







3.00 CBA 5 
3.00 CBA 2 
3.00 CBA 2 
FINC 300-24 BUSINESS FINANCE MTWR 9:45-11:20 CAGLE 3 00 CBA 1 
FINC 801-04 CORPORATE FINANCE TBA TBA- CAGLE 3 00 TBA 
NOTE: FINC 801-04 l Internet course. Prereq ore internet access & knowledge of Microsoft Excel & Ppt. 
FINC 902-94 INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT TR 6:00-9·15 JOHNSON 3 00 CBA 9 
FINC 963-84 FIXED INCOME & DEBT MGMT MW 6:00-915 JOHNSON 3 00 CBA 9 
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 
MAY 17 - JULY 23 
HESA 535-1H ADMIN OF AGENCIES SERV AGED 
HESA 550-3H MKTING IN A MAN CARE ENV 
HESA560-3H MEDICAL GROUP MANAGEMENT 
HESA 603-1H EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT Ill 
HESA 610-1H CORP FINANCE FOR H C ORGS 
HESA 620-3H MGMT ACCTING FOR H.C 
HESA 644-3H ETHICAL ISSUES IN HEALTH CARE 
HESA 650-1H HEALTH POLICY & POLICY ANAL 
HESA 650-2H HEALTH POLICY & POLICY ANAL 
HESA 650-3H HEALTH POLICY & POLICY ANAL 
HESA 710-1H IND STUDY IN HEALTH ADMIN I 
HESA 710-2H IND STUDY IN HEALTH ADMIN I 
HESA 710-3H IND STUDY IN HEALTH ADMIN I 
HESA 720-1H INSTITUTION & COMMUN'TY ANAL 
HESA 730-1H PRACTICUM IN EXECUTIVE DEVEL I 
HESA 750-1H MASTER'S PROJECT I 
HESA 751-1H MASTER'S PROJECT II 
HISTORY 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M, W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
HIST 133-91 WESTERN CIVILIZATION I 
HIST 143-81 UNITED STATES TO 1865 I 
HIST 334-91 SOC UNREST IN RECENT AMERICA 
HIST 389-21 WOMEN IN EUROPEAN HISTORY 
JUNE 21 - JULY 22 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
HIST 347-93 MODERN CHINA 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
HIST 134-94 WESTERN CIVILIZATION II 





























1:00-3 00 HANKINS 
6:00-9 45 HANKINS 











6:15-9 30 THOMPSON 
6:15-9 30 FORTIN 
6:15-9.30 FORTIN 
9:45-1120 THOMPSON 
6 15-9 30 UHRIG 
615-9 30 PITINER 
6:15-9 30 SIMON 
300 COH 186 
2.00 COH187 
3.00 COH187 
000 COH 110 
3 00 COH 110 
3 00 COH110 
300 COH110 
3.00 COH110 









3.00 ALT 219 
3.00 ALT214 
3.00 ALT 214 
3.00 ALT 201 
3 00 ALT 202 
3 00 ALT 214 
3.00 ALT 214 
' 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
MAY 10 - MAY 14 
HRES 200-0S HUMAN RES IN A DIVERSE SOC MTWRF 9:30-5:00 QUENEAU 3.00 ALT 214 
MAY 10 - JUNE 3 
HRES 901-0S INTRO TO HUMAN RESOURCES TR 6:00-9·15 QUENEAU 2.00 ALT 202 
MAY 25 - MAY 28 
•Pre-assignment meeting Friday, May 7th 5:30-9:30pm. 
HRES 903-0S WORKFORCE DIVERSITY ISSUES TWRF 9:00-5:45 BERTAUX 3.00 CBA 2 
KJ JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 •M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
HRES 330-94 INDUSTRIAUORG PSYCHOLOGY TR 6:15-9:30 QUAT MAN 3 00 ELT 11 "' JULY 24 - AUGUST 1 0!: HRES 901-1S INTRO TO HUMAN RESOURCES SL 9·00-4:45 ARWAY 200 CBA 1 :::) 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 0 u 
INFO 949 HARDWARE/SOFTWARE OVERVIEW is located in the workshop section of the bulletin. 
MAY 17 - MAY 21 
INFO 301-0S MANAGING INFORMATION TECH MTWRF 9:00-5:00 CRABLE 3 00 COH 190 
MAY 17 - JUNE 10 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, June 4. 
INFO 909-91 MANAGERIAL ASPECTS OF MIS TR 6:15-9:30 COONEY 2.00 CBA 9 
INFO 924-81 VIRTUAL OFFICE MANAGEMENT MW 6:15-9:30 HUGHES 2.00 CBA4 
MAY 24 - MAY 28 
INFO 358-0S DATA MODELING AND MGMT MTWRF 9:00-5·00 CRABLE 300 COH 190 
JUNE 28-JULY 1 & JULY 12-JULY 14 
INFO 960-0S WORLD WIDE WEB FUND MTWR 6:00-9:35 STAFF 2.00 CBA4 
INFO 961-0S WORLD WIDE WEB PROJECT TBA TBA- STAFF 1.00 TBA 
NOTE INFO 961-0S} Corequlsite of INFO 960. 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
INFO 903-84 SYSTEMS OF OPERATIONS & TECH MW 6:00-9·15 HORNIK 3.00 CBA2 
INFO 903-94 SYSTEMS OF OPERATIONS & TECH TR 6:00-915 HORNIK 3.00 CBA2 
MANAGEMENT 
MAY 17 - MAY 21 
MGMT 901-1S MAN ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS MTWRF 9:00-3:00 KILBOURNE 2.00 ALT 222 
MGMT 902-1S INTERPERSONAL SKILLS MTWRF 9:00-3·00 CLARK 2.00 ALT 214 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, June 4. 
MGMT 300-91 MANAGERIAL BEHAVIOR TR 6:00-9:15 IACOBUCCI 3.00 CBA3 
MGMT 301-81 MANAGERIAL COMMUNICATIONS MW 6:00-8:30 WAJERT 200 All 213 
MGMT 903-81 MAN PROCESS IMPROV TEAMS MW 6:00-8:15 ATIIYAH 2.00 CBA9 
MGMT 924-81 VIRTUAL OFFICE MANAGEMENT MW 6:15-9:30 HUGHES 2.00 CBA4 
NOTE: MGMT 924-81} Closs meets May 17-June 10. 
MAY 21-23 & JUNE 18-20 
MGMT 922-0S EXECUTIVE PRACTICES FSL 9:00-3:30 KLEKAMP 3.00 ALT 222 
MAY 22 - JUNE 26 
MGMT 901-3S MAN ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS s 8:00-12:30 CLARKE 2.00 ALT 214 9 
MAY 24 - MAY 28 
MGMT 901-2S MAN ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEMS MTWRF 9:00-3:00 KILBOURNE 2.00 ALT 222 
10 MAY 22 - JULY 24 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
MGMT 310-29 TEAMWORK & TEAM BUILDING s 12:45-4:15 WAJERT 3.00 ALT 314 
MAY 28-30 & JUNE 25-27 
MGMT 914-0S PRINCIPLES OF LEADERSHIP FSL 9:00-3:30 SHRIBERG 3.00 ALT 222 
NOTE: MGMT 914-0S} Lob fee $85. 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
*M, W, dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
MGMT 310-94 TEAMWORK & TEAM BUILDING TR 6:00-9:15 IACOBUCCI 3.00 CBA3 
MGMT321-94 INDUSTRIALIORG PSYCHOLOGY TR 6:15-9:30 QUAT MAN 3.00 ELT 11 
MGMT 902-94 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS TR 6:00-9:15 BURKHART 2.00 ALT 219 
NOTE: MGMT 902-94} Closs meets July 6-July 29. 
MGMT 944-84 MOTIVATION & BEHAVIOR IN ORG MW 615-9:30 COSGROVE 3.00 ELT 217 
JULY 10-11 & JULY 17-18 
MGMT 902-2S INTERPERSONAL SKILLS SL 9·00-4:30 BYRNES 2.00 ALT214 
MARKETING 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M,W dasses also meet Friday, June 4. 
MKTG 300-21 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING MTWR 9:45-11:20 TADEPALLI 3.00 CBA 1 
MKTG320-91 INTERNATIONAL MARKETING TR 6:15-9:30 TADEPALLI 3.00 CBA 5 
MKTG 901-81 MARKETING STRATEGY MW 6:00-915 KERR 3.00 CBA 7 
MAY 10 - MAY 28 
MKTG 967-0S INTERNAT'L SALE & NEGOTIATION MWF 5:30-9.50 SCHUSTER 3.00 LND 103 
MAY 15-23 & JUNE 5-6 
MKTG 801-0S MARKETING CONCEPTS s 8:00-1U5 BYRNES 2.00 CBA 1 
L 12:00-3:3 
MAY 15-16 & JUNE 5-6 
MKTG 970-1S SEM: CONTEMP MARKETING ISS SL 8:00-6 30 AHUJA 3.00 CBA2 
MAY 22-23 & JUNE 12-13 
MKTG 970-2S SEM. CONTEMP MARKETING ISS SL 8:00-6 30 AHUJA 3.00 CBA2 
MATHEMATICS 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M,W dasses also meet Friday, June 4 . 
MATH 113-81 MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE MW 615-9 30 TRUNNELL 3.00 ALT 207 
NOTE: MATH 113-81 l Requires Tl-83 Groph1cs calculator. 
MATH 115-91 TOPICS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS TR 6.15-9·30 TRUNNELL 3.00 CBA 7 
MATH 116-21 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS MTWR 945-1120 SNODGRASS 3.00 CBA 17 
NOTE: MATH 116-21 l Requires Tl-83 Graphics calculator. 
MATH 120-91 ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS TR 6:15-9:30 ROSSA 3.00 ALT 207 
NOTE: MATH 120-91 } Requires Tl-83 Groph1cs calculator 
MATH 150-81 ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS I MW 615-9·30 SNODGRASS 3.00 ALT 221 
NOTE· MATH 150-81} Requires Tl-83 Graphics calculator 
MAY 22 - JULY 24 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students pennitted on a space available basis. 
MATH 120-29 ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS s 1245-4.15 STAFF 3.00 ALT 322 
JUNE 14 - JULY 29 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
MATH 170-23 CALCULUS I MTWR 9:35-11:30 BERRY 
JUNE 21 - JULY 29 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
MATH 110-83 PRINCIPLES OF CONTEMP MATH MW 6:15-9:30 LARKIN 
MATH lll-33 PRINCIPLES OF GEOMETRY MTWR 11:40-1:15 LARKIN 
MATH 210-93 ELEMENTARY LINEAR ALGEBRA TR 6:15-9:30 WALKER 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W Classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
MATH 116-84 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS MW 6:15-9:30 PULSKAMP 
NOTE: MATH 116-84} Requires Tl-83 Graphics calculator. 
MATH 120-94 ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS TR 6:15-9:30 STAFF 
NOTE: MATH 120-94 l Requires Tl-83 Graphics calculator. 
MATH 150-84 ELEMENTS OF CALCULUS I MW 6:15-9:30 OTERO 
NOTE: MATH 150-84 } Requires Tl-83 Graphics calculator. 
MATH 156-94 GENERAL STATISTICS TR 6:15-9:30 PULSKAMP 
NOTE: MATH 156-94 l Requires Tl-83 Graphic calculator. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M,W,R dasses also meet Friday, June 4. 
ASLN 101-51 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANG I MWR 3:00-5:15 MONAHAN 
ASLN 101-61 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANG I MWR 5:30-7:45 MILLER 
ASLN 101-71 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANG I MWR 5:30-7.45 MONAHAN 
SPAN 101-61 ELEMENTARY SPANISH I MWR 5:30-7:45 THEMUDO 
SPAN 102-61 ELEMENTARY SPANISH II MWR 5:30-7:45 GODDARD 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W,R dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
ASLN 102-54 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANG II MWR 3:00-5 15 BARTH 
ASLN 102-74 ELEM AMERICAN SIGN LANG II MWR 5 30-7 45 BARTH 
SPAN 102-64 ELEMENTARY SPANISH II MWR 5 30-7:45 MERZ 
MUSIC 
MAY 10 - MAY 21 
MUSC lll-01 MUSIC THE ART OF LISTENING MTWRF 5:30-9:30 SKEIRIK 
NOTE· MUSC lll-01 l Syllabus moiled to enrolled students 4126 - final papers due 6/4 
MAY 22 - JULY 24 
4.00 ALT221 
3.00 ALT 307 
3.00 ALT 221 
3.00 ALT 221 
3.00 CBA 7 
3.00 CBA17 
300 LND101 
3 00 LND 101 
3 00 LOG1 
3.00 LOG101 
3.00 LOG1 
3.00 ALT 317 
3 00 ALT 318 
3.00 LOG1 
3 00 LOG1 
3 00 LOG101 
3 00 ALT 307 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. other students permitted on a space available basis. 
MUSC 114-19 JAZZ: AMERICAN CREATIVE MUSIC S 8:30-12:00 DEFOOR 3.00 ALT 213 
NURSING 
MAY 17 - JUNE 11 
NURS 130-21 WAYS OF KNOWING MWF 9:30-1:00 AUGSPURGER 3.00 COH 128A 
NURS 132-41 HEALTH & CULTURE MWF 1:00-4:30 AUGSPURGER 3.00 COH 128A 
NURS468-71 ACUPUNCTURE-ZINC PAIN MGT TR 4:00-8:00 KING 3.00 COH 128A 
MAY 20 - JUNE 10 
NURS 507-01 RESOURCES MANAGEMENT TBA TBA- RIEG 3.00 TBA 
NURS 690-01 HEALTH CARE POLICY & ISSUES TBA TBA- RIEG 3.00 TBA 
tfi 




MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M,W dasses also meet Friday, June 4 . 
PHIL 100-21 ETHICS AS INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY MTWR 945-1120 MATZ 3.00 ALT 202 
PHIL 100-91 ETHICS AS INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY TR 6:15-9:30 BLAHNIK 3.00 ALT 217 
PHIL 290-21 THEORY OF KNOWlEDGE MTWR 945-1120 QUINN 3.00 ALT 213 
PHIL 320-81 HISTORY & PHIL OF SCI TO 1700 MW 615-9:30 JOHNSON 3.00 ALT 217 
PHIL 329-91 MEDICAL ETHICS TR 6·15-9 30 GENDREAU 3.00 ALT 218 
MAY 22 - JULY 24 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASSES. other students permitted on a space available basis. 
PHIL 100-29 ETHICS AS INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY s 12:45-4 15 WELTON 3.00 ALT 201 
PHIL 290-29 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE s 1245-4 15 BLAHNIK 3.00 ALT202 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
*M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
PHIL 290-24 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE MTWR 945-11·20 COLELLA 3.00 ALT 202 
PHIL 290-94 THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE TR 615-9 30 COLELLA 300 ALT 217 
PHIL 321-24 ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS MTWR 9 45-1120 JONES 300 ALT 213 
PHIL 321-84 ETHICAl BUSINESS DECISIONS MW 615-9 30 MINER 3.00 ALT 202 
PHYSICS 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M,W dasses also meet Friday, June 4 . 
All labs have $80 fee. 
PHYS 116-91 OUR UNIVERSE: THE EARTH TR 6 15-8 00 MILlER 2.00 lND 103 
PHYS 117 A1 OUR UNIVERSE: THE EARTH LAB TR 4:00-5:50 MILLER 100 LND 201 
PHYS 117-61 OUR UNIVERSE THE EARTH LAB TR 810-1000 MILLER 100 LND 201 
JUNE 14 - JULY 9 
All labs have $80 fee. 
PHYS 160-22 COLLEGE PHYSICS I MTWRF 9 30-11 50 TOEPKER 300 LND 103 
PHYS 160-A2 COLLEGE PHYSICS I MTWRF 9 30-11 50 STAFF 3.00 LND 101 
PHYS 161-A2 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB I MTWR 12:30-2 20 TOEPKER 100 LND 201 
PHYS 161-B2 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB I MTWR 12.30-2 20 TURPIN 100 LND 203 
PHYS 161-C2 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB I MTWR 2 30-4 20 TURPIN 100 TBA 
JUNE 28 - AUGUST 5 
All labs have $80 fee. 
PHYS 118-94 OUR UNIVERSE THE SKY TR 615-800 TURPIN 200 LND 103 
PHYS 119-A4 OUR UNIVERSE. THE SKY LAB TR 8.10-10 00 TURPIN 100 LND 201 
PHYS 119-64 OUR UNIVERSE. THE SKY LAB TR 810-10.00 WIDMER 100 LND 203 
JULY 12 - AUGUST 6 
All labs have $80 fee. 
PHYS 162-25 COLLEGE PHYSICS II MTWRF 9 30-11.50 WIDMER 300 LND 103 
PHYS 163-A5 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB II MTWR 12:30-2 20 WIDMER 100 LND 201 
PHYS 163-65 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LAB II MTWR 12 30-2 20 TURPIN 100 LND 203 
POLmCAL SCIENCE 
MAY 10 - MAY 21 
POLI410-0S WAR & PEACE IN LIT & FilM MTWRF 1 00-5:00 WHITE 300 AlT 314 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
*M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 
POLI120-94 COMPARATIVE GOVT & POLITICS TR 6:15-9:30 WHITE 3.00 ALT 218 
POLI140-84 AMERICAN GOVT AND POLITICS MW 615-9:30 RAY 300 AlT 217 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
All CUNICAl PRACTICUMS HAVE UABIUTY INSURANCE FEE. CHECK WTTH DEPARTMENT FOR FEE. 
PSYC 101-81 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 6:15-9·30 EBERLEIN 3.00 ELT 217 
PSYC 121-41 GEN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH I MW 2:45-4 00 KEN FORD 2.00 ELT 217 
PSYC 122-41 GEN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH I LAB TR 2.45-5 15 KENFORD 1.00 ELT 205 
NOTE: PSYC 122-41} Lob fee $60 
PSYC 261-81 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 615-9 30 KAPP 3.00 ELT 11 
PSYC 502-21 PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES IN PSYCH MTW 9 30-11:30 BIELIAUSKAS 3.00 ARM3 
PSYC 503-81 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH MW 6.15-9:30 WOODDELL 3.00 FLH 2 
PSYC 505-91 PROF PROB & ETHICS IN PSYCH TR 6:15-9:30 HELLKAMP 3 00 ELT 217 
~ PSYC 506-81 ADVANCED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 5:30-8:30 MERRY 3.00 ELT 318 PSYC 536-91 GROUP PROCESS TR 615-9·25 SHERWOOD 3.00 JOS 212 
PSYC 590-01 PRAC. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH TBA TBA- NELSON 3 00 TBA en PSYC 591-01 PRAC CLINICAL PSYCH TBA TBA- NELSON 3.00 TBA 
PSYC 593-01 PRACT INDUSTRIAL ORG PSYCH TBA TBA- NELSON 300 TBA ~ 
PSYC 610-21 BIOLOGICAL BASES OF BEHAVIOR TR 9:00-1210 HART 3.00 ELT 217 :::» PSYC 699-01 MASTER'S THESIS TBA TBA- NELSON 300 TBA 
0 PSYC 760-01 CLINICAL PRACTICUM Ill TBA TBA- DACEY 3 00 TBA 
PSYC 761-01 CLINICAL PRACTICUM IV TBA TBA- DACEY 3.00 TBA u 
PSYC 787-01 RESEARCH I TBA TBA- STAFF 3.00 TBA 
PSYC 788-01 RESEARCH II TBA TBA- STAFF 300 TBA 
PSYC 851-01 CLINICAL PRACTICUM VI TBA TBA- STAFF 300 TBA 
MAY 22 - JULY 24 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
PSYC 277-29 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY s 12:45-4 15 STAFF 300 ALT 213 
JUNE 14 - JULY 9 
•M, W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
PSYC 232-92 CHILD PSYCHOLOGY TR 600-9.30 BARRY 2 00 ARM2 
PSYC 379-22 PSYCH & ACHIEVE TESTING MTWR 9 35-11 30 NELSON 2-3 ARM2 
JUNE 14 - JULY 16 
PSYC 464-42 THEORIES OF PERSONALITY TR 1 00-2:15 BARRY 3.00 ARM2 
PSYC 504-42 THEORIES OF PERSONALITY TR 1 00-2:15 BARRY 300 ARM2 
JUNE 21 - JULY 16 
PSYC 271-12 INTRO TO EMOTIONAL DIST CHILD MTWR 7:30-9 25 SETA 2 00 ALT 201 
JUNE 21 - JULY 22 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
PSYC 503-33 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH MTWR 1140-1:35 STAFF 3 00 ELT 11 
PSYC 503-43 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH MTWR 11.40-1.35 STARK 300 JOS 306 
PSYC 533-23 COUNSELING PRIN & TECHNIQUES MTWR 9 35-11 30 RICHARDSON 3.00 JOS 206 
PSYC 536-33 GROUP PROCESS MTWR 11 40-135 RICHARDSON 3 00 JOS 206 
JUNE 21 - JULY 29 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
PSYC 231-43 DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY TR 1:00-4·30 STAFF 3.00 ELT 318 
PSYC 261-93 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY TR 6.15-9 30 STAFF 3.00 FLH 2 
PSYC 503-93 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH TR 615-9 30 OMELTSCHENKO 300 Ell 318 
PSYC 715-43 EARLY COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT MW 100-4:30 STAFF 300 ELT 318 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
All aJNICAl PRACTICUMS HAVE UABIUTY INSURANCE FEE. CHECK WTTH DEPARTMENT FOR FEE. 
PSYC 277-84 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 615-9.30 EBERLEIN 3 00 ELT 11 
PSYC 321-94 INDUSTRIAUORG PSYCHOLOGY TR 6.15-9:30 QUAT MAN 3.00 Ell 11 
PSYC 366-94 CRIME & PERSONALITY TR 6:15-9:30 KAPP 3.00 ELT 217 
PSYC 477-24 SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY MTWR 9.35-11.30 HOCK 3.00 ELT 217 
PSYC 590-04 PRAC EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH TBA TBA- NELSON 3.00 TBA 
PSYC 591-04 PRAC. CLINICAL PSYCH TBA TBA- NELSON 3.00 TBA 
PSYC 593-04 PRAC INDUSTRIAL ORG PSYCH TBA TBA- NELSON 3 00 TBA 
14 PSYC 644-84 ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 6:15-9:30 COSGROVE 
PSYC 699-04 MASTER'S THESIS TBA TBA- NELSON 
PSYC 760-04 CLINICAL PRACTICUM Ill TBA TBA- DACEY 
PSYC 761-04 CLINICAL PRACTICUM IV TBA TBA- DACEY 
PSYC 787-04 RESEARCH I TBA TBA- STAFF 
PSYC 788-04 RESEARCH II TBA TBA- STAFF 
PSYC 851-04 CLINICAL PRACTICUM VI TBA TBA- STAFF 
JULY 26 - AUGUST 19 
PSYC 503-85 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH MW 6:15-9:30 PHILLIPS 
PSYC 503-95 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCH TR 6:15-9:30 WOODDELL 
PSYC 533-85 COUNSELING PRIN & TECHNIQUES MW 6:15-9:30 PARSONS 
PSYC 536-95 GROUP PROCESS TR 6:15-9:30 SHERWOOD 
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M, W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
RADT 265-11 RADIOGRAPHIC PRACTICUM VI 
MAY 17 - AUGUST 12 
RADT 165-11 RADIOGRAPHIC PRACTICUM Ill 
SOCIAL WORK 
MAY 10 - MAY 21 
SOCW 204-0S CONTEMP SOCIAL PROBLEMS 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
SOCW 261-81 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
JUNE 21 - JULY 29 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
SOCW 261-93 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
JULY 6 - JULY 16 
MTWRF 7:30-4·00 ENDICOTI 
MTWRF 7:30-4 00 ENDICOTI 
MTWRF 5:00-9 00 LONG 
MW 6 15-9:30 KAPP 
TR 6 15-9:30 STAFF 
SOCW 167-0S INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK MTWRF 5:00-9:30 LONG 
SOCIOLOGY 
MAY 10 - MAY 21 
SOCI 316-0S COMPLEX ORGANIZATIONS MTWRF 5:00-9:00 WEISSBUCH 
NOTE SOCI316-0S} See instructor if lost week interferes with first regular session. 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
SOCI 101-91 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY TR 615-9.30 STINSON 
MAY 24 - JULY 1 
*M,W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
SOCI 232-0S SOCIOLOGY OF SPORT MW 6:15-9:30 WEISSBUCH 
JULY 6 - JULY 16 







3.00 JOS 212 
3.00 JOS 206 
3.00 JOS 206 
3.00 JOS 212 
3.00 TBA 
3.00 TBA 
3.00 COH 133A 
3.00 ELT 11 
3.00 FLH 2 
3.00 COH 133A 
3.00 ALT 222 
3.00 ALT224 
3.00 ALT 222 
SOCI167-0S INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WORK MTWRF 5·00-9 30 LONG 3.00 COH 133A 
SOCI 269-0S POPULAR CULTURE MTWRF 5:00-9 00 STINSON 3.00 ALT 222 
NOTE SOCI 269-0S} See instructor if lost week interferes with second regular session. 
THEOLOGY 
MAY 17 - JUNE 24 
•M, W classes also meet Friday, June 4. 
THEO 111-31 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS TR 
THEO 233-81 UNDERSTANDING CATHOLICISM MW 
12:30-3:45 KNITIER 
6:15-9:30 HILL 
3.00 ALT 202 
3.00 ALT 218 
MAY 22 - JULY 24 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASS. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
THEO lll-19 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS S 8:30-12:00 DEWEY 3.00 ALT 201 
THEO 303-19 CHRISTIAN ETHICS: METH&QUES S 8:30-12 00 KENNEY 3.00 ALT 202 
JUNE 21 - JULY 29 
•M,W classes also meet Friday, July 9. 
THEO lll-93 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS 
THEO 250-83 INTRO TO SCRIPTURE 
JULY 6 - AUGUST 12 
•M,W dasses also meet Friday, July 9. 





6·15-9 30 FISHER 
6:15-9:30 DEWEY 
6·15-9 30 FINKE 
3.00 ALT 301 
3.00 ALT 301 
3.00 ALT 213 
CHECK EACH SECTION OF UNST 100 FOR SPEOAC MEETING DATES. 
UNST 100-01 E PLURIBUS UNUM MTWR 6:00-910 DAILY 1.00 ALT 214 
NOTE: UNST 100-01 } Class meets May 10-May 14 
UNST 100-02 E PLURIBUS UNUM MTWR 6:00-910 SMITH 1.00 ALT 214 
NOTE UNST 100-02} Class meets June 29-July 2 
WEEKEND DEGREE PROGRAM CLASSES. Other students permitted on a space available basis. 
UNST 100-03 EPU MENTAL & PHYSICAL CHALL TBA TBA- DAILY 1 00 ALT 206 
NOTE. UNST 100-03 l Class meets Sun 5/16 1100am, Fri 6/4 6 00-9 30pm, Sat 6/5 12 00-5 OOpm,Sun 6/6 
9 00am-11.30pm 
UNST 100-04 EPU MENTAL & PHYSICAL CHALL TBA TBA- DAILY. M. 1 00 ALT 214 
UNST 100-04} Closs meets Sun 5/16 1100am, Fri 7/23 6:00- 9 30pm, and Sun 7125 9 OOom·5 OOpm 
UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS 
The follow1ng courses offered 1n the summer semesters fulfill Xavier core requirements 1n the specified areas 
ETHICS/ REUGION & SOCIETY FOCUS (ERIS) 
ENGL 205 LITERATURE & MORAL IMAGINATION 
ERIS ELECTM 
PHIL 321 ETHICAL BUSINESS DECISIONS 
PHIL 329 MEDICAL ETHICS 
THEO 303 CHRISTIAN ETHICS METH & QUES 











HUMAN RESOURCES IN A DIVERSE SOC 
HEALTH & CULTURE 
E PLURIBUS UNUM 
THE ART EXPERIENCE 
ART OF THE FILM 
MUSIC THE ART OF LISTENING 
JAZZ AMERICAN CREATIVE MUSIC 
EDEL 326 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE 
ENGL 124 STUDIES IN FIOION 






WESTERN CIVILIZATION I 
WESTERN CIVILIZATION II 
UNITED STATES TO 1865 I 
UNITED STATES SINCE 1865 II 
SCIENCE AREA 
BIOL 112/125 LIFE. GROWING & EVOLVING/LAB 
BIOL140/141 HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY 1/LAB 
BIOL 142/143 HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY II/LAB 
CHEM 160/161 GENERAL CHEMISTRY 1/LAB 
CHEM 162/163 GENERAL CHEMISTRY II/LAB 
PHYS 116/117 OUR UNIVERSE THE EARTH/LAB 
PHYS 118-119 OUR UNIVERSE. THE SKY/LAB 
PHYS 160/161 COLLEGE PHYSICS 1/LAB 
PHYS 162/163 COLLEGE PHYSICS II/LAB 
PSYC 1211122 GEN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH 1/LAB 



















INTRODUOION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
CRIME & PERSONALITY 
SP ED. IDENTIFICATION & ISSUES 
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT 
MANAGERIAL BEHAVIOR 
PRINCIPlES OF MARKETING 
COMPARATIVE GOVT AND POLITICS 




CRIME & PERSONALITY 
INTRODUOION TO SOCIOLOGY 





16 Accounting (ACCT) 
ACCT 200 INTROOUCTOI!\' ANANCIAI. ACCOUNTlNG (31 A foundolion course wh1ch prOVIdes on 1ntroduct1on to fundamental concepts and to the 
financial statements 
ACCT 201 INTRODUCTOI!\' MANAGERIAl ACCOUNTlNG (3)Monogemenrs use of occountmg dolo 1n plonn,ng. operations. controlling ociiVilies. and 
decision making Prerequisite· ACCT 200 
ACCT 300 INltRMEDIAT'E ANANCIAL ACCOUNTlNG I (31 Study of finonc1al occoun11ng theory and pnnc1pies applicable to the accumulation. onolys1s, 
measurement, repoM1ng, and lnlerprelolion of selected economic phenomena of enlerpnse operolions The first of a two course sequence 
PrerequiSites M1n1mum grade of ·c- In ACCT 200 and ACCT 201 
American Sign Language (ASLN) 
ASLN 101 ELEMENTARY AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 1131 An inlroduct10n 10 basic Slgmng through emphaSIZing the acquisition of high-frequency 
vocabulary, fac1ol express1on and the development of cultural awareness 
ASLN 102 ELEMENTARY AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II 131 The second semester elementary course whiCh Is o conllnuollon of ASLN 101 PrereqUislle 
ASLN 1011unless waived! 
Art (ARTS) 
ARTS 111 THE A1lf EXPERIENCE 131 An especially des1gned course to fulfill the umverSity core fine oM requ~rement wh1ch g~ves Insight Into the v1suol oM 
expenence For non-oM mo)ors only 
ARTS 221 ELEMENTARY SCHOOl A1lf 131 A comprehensiVe 1nlroduct1on to on educatiOn at the elementary school level employing both theory and pract1ce 
521 The creoltve and mental stages of development ore emphos1zed Not open to freshmen 
Biology (BIOL) 
BIOl 112 UFE: GROWING & EVOlVING 121 Each course emphos1zes o d1fferen1 aspect of b1ology and liS 1m pact on human soc•ety Prerequ•SIIe/CarequiSIIe 
Ia PHIL 100 and THEO 111 
BIOl 125 UFE LAB INVESTlGATION Ill Exercises, expenments. dlssecr,ons. and heldtnps to accompany BIOI. 112 
BlOt 140 HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY 1131 The mo1or human systems emphaSIZing the skeletal, muscular, and nervous systems Student 
must pass class before taking BiOL 142 
BIOl 141 HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOlOGY llABOIIATOI!\' 111 Human skeletal material and dlssedlon of o representauve mammal HIStology 
of tissues and organs wllh phySIOiog•col exercises and demonstroloos 
BIOL 142 HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY II (31 Con11nUOI10n of BIOL 140 stress1ng the CirCulatory, 1mmune, excretory, d1gest1ve, endocrine. 
and reproduclive systems PrerequiSite PaSSing grade 1n BIOL 140 
BIOL 143 HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOlOGY II LABORATORY Ill Conllnuollan of anotorn•col approach of 6101.141 Wllh related phyStologKal 
stud1es and demonstrations 
Chemistry (CHEM) 
CHEM 160 GENERAl CHEMISTRY I 131 AtomiC and molecular structure, stoles of molter. sto1ch•om~try and chem1slry of representative mo1n group 
elements A pre-profesSional course 
CHEM 161 GENERAl CHEMISTRY I LABORATOI!\' Ill PractiCe 1n the baSIC operolions of chemlcollaboratory work Corequ1SIIe CHEM 160 
CHEM 162 GENERAl CHEMISTRY II 131 A con11nuotion of CHEM 160 Subrects 1nclude thermodynamKs. equlhbnum, acids and bases. kinetics. redox 
processes, and trons•t,on metal chemistry. PrerequiSite CHEM 160 
CHEM 163 GENERAl CHEMISTRY II LABORATOI!\' 121 A contmuo110n of CHEM 161 The laboratory wor'< 1nclucies quohlcHIVe and quonlltOII'Ie InorganiC 
analySis PrereqUISite CHEM 161, CoreqUISiie CHEM 162 
CHEM 165 GENERAl CHEMISTRY II LABORATOI!\' Ill laboratory to accompany CHEM 162 emphas1Z1ng quonhtaiNe measurements PrerequiSite CHEM 161, 
Corequlslte CHEM 162 
CHEM 2400RGANIC CHEMISTRY t (3)1ntroduclary course treot1ng the structure. preporatoo, reoctiOf'ls, and prapertii!S of organiC compounds PrerequiSite 
CHEM 162 
CHEM 241 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 1 LABORATOI!\' Ill The proctl<e of fundamental operallans 1nvalved 1n the synthesis, separclllon, punhcation, and 
ident,ficalion of organic compounds PrerequiSite CHEM 163 or 165 
CHEM 2420RGANIC CHEMISTRY II 131 A canhnuohon of CH£M 240 wh•ch extends the treatment of fundamental argan1C clhem1s1ry PrerequiSite CH£M 240. 
CHEM 2430RGANIC CHEMISTRY II LABORATOI!\' Ill CanhnucHI0/1 of lhe laboratory work of CHEM 241 wtlh Increased emphasis an lhe reoctiOf'IS and 
synllhesis of argontc systems Prerequ1srte CHEM 241 CarequiSife CHEM 242 
Communication Arts (COMM) 
COMM 101 ORAL COMMUNICATION 1315peech fundamentals as appl•ed to publiC speok1ng and listening skills 
COMM 110 A1lf OF THE ALM 131 Aim as a modem aM form. freoung sound. mahan, ed1l1ng, light, acting, dtrectors style. ond film analysis 
COMM 207 INT'ERPERSONAl COMMUNICATION 131 Understanding of and classroom procttce on effediV9 commumcot10n between persons 
COMM 299 SPECIAl STUDY !1·31 An 1n-clepth study of o spec1fic topiC or area In commun,cat1an PrereqUISite PermiSSion of Advtser 
Criminal Justice (CJUS) 
CJUS 167 INTROOUCllON TO SOOAl WORK 13JlSOCW 167, SOCll6n The sooal welfare 1nst1tullon and SOCIOI work The three mojO< pU<pases of SOCIOI work 
Ill enhancement of problem solving, 121 knowiedge of systems thor proVIde people Wllh resources and serviCes. and 131the successful linkage of 
people W1lh these systems 
CJUS 210 BASIC CC>NSTTTVllONAl LAW AND AMERICAN JUSTICE I (31 Exam1nes the pnnCiples, structures and functiOns of the coorts Spectal emphasis IS 
610 giVen to nghts and oblogatlans of various role players 1n the criminal)usttee system. Including especially those who work W1lh1n the corredtonal 
facilities 
CJLJ:; 321 J\MNIU Jusna IN A CHANGING SOOETY Ill IEDCl321, SOCW 2211 A reqwed course whKh emphasizes ruven1le coun ph1lo510phy and prac 
621 ltees. prevailing case low, applicable federal and state feg1slo110n. current trends and development of standards, oltemot1ves to 1ncarceraHan. • 
companson of the lrecllmenl of the tUVenlle offender 1n the flllll!nlle justice system as opposed Ia the odult system, and a hislorical CNerVil!!w ., 
Economics (ECON) 
ECON 200 MICROECONOMIC PI!INOPUS 131 Pnnc1ples govem1ng the etfK~enl ollocohon of lhe nahon's scarce resources EconomiC behavior of consumers. 
producers. and resource owners 
ECON 201 MACROECONOMIC PRINOPUS 131 EconorTllc OdiVIIy of the economy as a whole The role of P<JbiiC policy 1n reiOIIOOIO Issues of fvJ( employmenl, 
price s1ob1hty, economic growlh, government finance. and snsemouonollrode Prerequ1s11e ECON 200 
Education (ED_) 
For more 1nformouon on Educ0110n courses refer lo Xavier UniVersity cololog of courses or conlocllhe deportment 
English (ENGL) 
ENGL 101 ENGUSH COMPOSmoN 131 Guidance 1n wnhng more cleorty, lhoughtfulty. and creoiiVely Focus on the wr1hng process 1ncfud'ng heunsllcs. rt'YISion, 
organization, ed111ng 
ENGL 124 STUDIES IN FICT10N 131 fntrodUCIIOO to the genre of prose narrat1ve. mdud1ng both the short story and she novel Study of the styles and 
formal elements of flcl100 tn texts from a Wide vonety of cu11ures. penods and ovthors Sophomore Courses 
ENGL 205 UTEAATVRf AND THE MORAl. IMAGINATION 131 PersetnOI and SCKial ethical ISSues 1n ftlerolure Honors sect1on requored of English mo)O<S 
FulfiJ(s E/R&S Focus Lllerarure and lhe Moral lmog1nollon requ~remenl Prerequtstle/Corequlsile lo PHIL 100 and THEO Ill 
ENGL 405 HISTORY Of liTERARY CRITJCJSM 131 From Anslolle through lhe modem per1od Recommendf'd for students plonn1ng to go so graduate 
ENGL 520 TOPICS IN UNGUISTICS 131 The SCKso-synchron1c study of language lheory and prOdKe Language systems (words. sensence paHems 
sounds and the1r meon1ng1 and language drverSity !class. race. gender, ethmoty. regoo. and 1ns11tuhonl 
Finance (FINC) 
ANC 300 BUSINESS ANANa 131 The baSIC pr1nc1ples and lechnsques used 1n lhe financial management of a buSiness w.th spec10l emphaSis on the 
corporation Prerequ1S1Ie ACCT 200 
Health Services Administration (HESA) 
HESA 535 AOMINISTRATlOH Of AGENOES SEIMNG THE AGED 13i Exam•nes and evaluates the range and refot10nshop of community SCM<es. both eJOShng 
and proposed, for chronKaUy 111 pat~ents and on og1ng papulat100 Prerequ1s1te HESA 525 
HESA 550 MARKETlNG IN A MANAGED CARE ENVIRONMENT 121 The use of market1ng concepts. functions and poliCies wrth1n lhe currenl managed core· 
onenled heollh care enwonmenl ore exom1ned The currenl role of marke11ng W1th1n prCIVIder and heallh Insurance orgon,zotoos. devefopmenl of 
morket1ng plans. the opwollonal morkehng ISSOOS. and development of the morketsng m1x are d•scussed Use of data sources on the Jnremel and 
sohwore/dafaboses related to heallh care morkehng are uh •zed "'class exper~enees and"' a prOjed PrerequiSite HESA 615 
HESA 560 MEDICAl. GIIOUP AND PHYSICIAN PRACTla MANAGEMENT 131 Expands and opphes knowledge of leomwork. slct11st1Cal analySis, hnanciOI 
managcmenl. organ1zahonal theory slrolegK management and Interpersonal skills to enhance the sludenrs ob11ity to engog<> physoCions In the 
development govemonce and management of medocat groups PrerequiSIIes HESA 615 and HfSA 622 
HESA 603 EX.ECVTM DEVElOPMENT m 101 'onl1nuat1Ctn of f' 5A 602 
HESA 610 COIIPOI!Alt ANANa FOil HEAlTH CARf ORGANIZATlONS 131 Exommes baSIC corKepls and techn1ques used by heollh care orgomzctloons to 
analyze revenue flows. ocqwe funds through debt and equ1ty. manage work1ng cop11ol and perform cop1lal budgehng PrerequiSite HESA 501 or 
lis equ1votent 
HESA 620 MANAGEMENT ACCOUN'TlNG FOil HEALTH CARE 131 Exomones bo~IC concepts of the slrvclure and use of informctiiCtn Ia support ma~s· 
deciSICX'I models lnlroduces actiVIty based sechnsques tor cost1ng soles of heollh services. dt.>five<y ociMI>es and alremotMI orgornzctiiCtn struelu•es 
Covers occoun11ng technsques to support the control of operahons Focuses on lhe relatoosh1p of costs lo revenues 1n compet11ove. mtegroled care 
deliVery systems Prerequ1sHes HESA 501 or equiValent and HESA 615 IHESA 615 may be Ioken concurrenllyl 
HESA 650 HEAlTH POUCY AND POUCY ANAIY5lS (31 PrCIVIdes on 0\'ef\'iew of health policy"' the Un1ted Slores and tnlroduces both quahsatiVe and quanh 
IOIIVe melhods for onalyztng health poliCy Wllh onenuon giVeO so the palmcol and ecanomoc perspectMIS on heollh poliCy questoos 
HESA no INDEPENO£NT Sl\JOY IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION I 11·31 Perm1ts the student to indMduatJy lrrveshgase currenslssues related to she manogp 
mens of heoflh core orgamzahons under the gu1donce of o faculty member 
HESA 720 INSTfTIJTlONAI. AND COMMUNilY ANAlYSIS 121 PrCIVIdes the studenl With firsthand,in-<leplh slt•lls 1n onalyz1ng the mlemol operol•ons of o heollh 
core 1nsll1Utoo. lllCf•ld1ng govemonce departmPnlal slrudure. pfoM1ng and hnanoot management, and human resources cJEovelopmenl, as well 
as the exlemiOf enwonments onpo< 11ng the orgcrxzosoo 
HESA 730 PRACTICUM IN EX.ECVTM DEVElOPMENT 1121 PrCIVIdes srudenss w.th the opportunity to observe execusove rote models and to assess and develop 
their own managemens ph1losophses 
HESA 750 MASTER'S PI!OJECT I 12·31 Requsres studenls to candUCI an lndMduol,nlegroiiVe prOjed lhol addresses on ospecl mportonl to bolh the studenl and 
the preceptor """' gh "'!her hypotheSis testtng. managemenl studtes. cornpesency demonstroslons or case sludoes anolyztng orgollfZctiKtnOI 
polocy or program mplemenlatoo processes 
HESA 751 MASTER'S PI!OJECT II 12-31 ConiiOUOIIOn of HESA 750 
Human Resources (HRES) 
HRES 200 HUMAN RESOURCES IN A DIVERSE SOO£TY 1311ssues exom1ned ore workplace laws. recru111ng. h10ng. sensng wages. evotuolsng employees. benefils, 
diSCipline, labor relations, and International corKerns Because 11 also fvtfills the Cullurol Diversity ElectiVe requsrement, tl addresses srereolyptng, 
diSCMllllOtiCtn and preJudiCes as they refole to work ISsues 
History (HIST} 
HIST 133 WESTERN OVIUZATION I 131 A topKaf survey of Western Oviltzot100 from Greece IO the ReformoiiCtn emphaSIZing aspecls of politiCal. SOCIOI 
and CUIIIKol hiStory 
HIST 134 WESTEIIN OVIUZATlON • ,31 A lopocal survey of European hiSiory from the l61h century to the 201h century emphosiztng ospeds of poiiiKal 
SCKial. and economiC and tntellectual hlslory Prerequ1S1Ie HIST 133 
HIST 143 UNITED STAltS TO 1865 I 131 Sludy of !he Unlled Sloles from Its colonial beg1nn1ngs through lhe Ovil War. wrth partiCular emphaSis on the 












18 HIST 144 UNITED STA1'£S SINCE 1865 11131 Study of rhe Unrted Slores from !he aftermath of lhe CIVIl War ro !he present. wrlh portr<ulor emphasis on 
Reconsrrvc1100. rmpocl of lflduslnohzoiiOO ond urbonrzoiiOO, forergn pohcres. and post-Wolld Wor II AmerKan <ulrure Prereqursole HIST 143 
HIST 347 MOOERN CHINA i311odudes the dethne of the Manchus. !he noiiOOOIISI penod, and lhe Communrst era 
HIST 389 WOMEN IN EUROPEAN HISTORY 131 A survey ~om about 1700 to !he present 
Information Systems (INFO) 
INFO 301 MANAGING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 1311nlrodudron to compurer-bosed rnformollon sysrems with on emphosrs on lhe manage 
menl of modern rnforma1100 !echnologres used lo support drfferenl orgonrzolronol opero1100s Thrs course also Introduces boSIC spread 
sheer and dolobose software CThrs course rs designed for busmess students entenng rn Foll1996 Toke thrs course rn place of INFO 100 and 
INFO 300 1 Prereqursote 8asK knowledge of mKrocomputers See your advisor rf you ore not fomaror wrlh microcomputers 
INFO 358 DATA MODEUNG AND MANAGEMENT 131 The study of the theory of modeling enlerpnse OCIIVIII&S rn le<ms of therr data Dolo boses ore 
rmplemenled emphosrzrng the relotronol model Prereqursrte INFO 301 or equrvolenl 
Management (MGMT) 
MGM T 300 MANAGERIAl BEHAVIOR 131leclures. cases. and experrentrol exercrses ore used ro introduce !he monogemenr fvnct•ons of plonnmg. 
orgon~zmg. stoftrng. leodrng and controlhng 
MGMT 301 MANAGERIAl COMMUNICATIONS 121 Essentr.Jis of communrcollng effectiVely 10 bus•ness wrth accent on wntlen and oral communrco1100 
slons 
MGMT 310 TEAM WORK AND TEAM BUILDING 131 Analysrs of forces conlrolhng group formulolron and developmenlln buSiness and orgonrzollonol 
work srtuallons Technrques for onolyzrng and productively monogrng Informal groups PrerequtSIIe MGMT 300 
MGMT 321 1NDUSTRIAUORGANIZAOONAL PSYCHOlOGY 1311HRE5 330, PSYC 321) Psychologrcal boses for orgonrzohonol detiSIOOS ~om employmenl to the 
mo•ntenonce of malrvotron and Job sohsfoctiOO of people Research. measurement and proclrcol oppiKotron ore emphaSized Prereqursrte MGMT 
300 
Marketing (MKTG) 
MKTG 300 PRINCIPUS OF MARKETING 131 Morkellng concepls, fvncllons. rnsll!ullons, and policies Morkellng's role 1n socrely PrerequiSite for upper drvrs•on 
courses unless waiVed by deportmenl chorr 
MKTG 320 INTERNATIONAL MARKETlNG 131 Condllrons pecuhor to rntemolronol dlstnbul•on of goods and servKes and rls effects on the nol•onol welfare 
PrerequrSitt MKTG 300 
Mathematics (MATH) 
MATH 110 PRINOPUS OF CONTEMPOI!ARY MATHEMATICS 131 Patlems and problem solving In countrng and cokulol•ng wrlh •nregers Operolrons wrth 
fractions. rahonols. and rrrotronols Prabobllrly and slotiSircs 
MATH 111 PRINCIPUS OF GEOMETRY (31 GeomclrK figures and reasonrng Meosuremenl ond geome:rywrlh coord•notes Equo11ons and rnequahlles. graphs 
of hneor and nonlinear refotrons MotiOns ., geometry 
MATH 113 MATHEMATICS OF ANANa 131 Simple and CO'llpound rnterest. drscounhng, onnu11res omort•zotiOO and Slf'li<Jng funds. stocks. bonds. rnSUI'once 
MATH 115 TOPICS IN APPliED MATHEMATICS 131 TopiCS In lhe OppUcOIIOO of elementary mathemoiKS to real wolld problems management scrence. VOtiOQ 
schemes. thro<y of games. populot100 growth. olhef models 
MATH 116 EUMENTARY STATISTICS (31 Oescnpllon of sample data Srmple probob1hly, theoretKol dostnbutrons, noonol and brnorruol estrmatron Tesfs of 
hypotheses. correlation. regreSSIOn 
MATH 120 ElEMENTARY FUNCTlONS 131 Fundamentals of algebra G<ophs end propertieS of fvnctrons. rncludrng polynomrol. exponenlroL and logonthmiC 
fvntllons AppiiCotiOOs to real world srluollons u51rrg algebraiC, nume<Kol. end graphKol methods 
MATH 150 ElEMENTS OF CAlCULUS I 131 Umrts. the derivotrve d•fferenhatiOOtechnoques. curve·sketchong. IYKIXImum/rnnomum P<oblems. elementary rnte 
grat100. exponmt10l and logonlhmK fvnctoos Requores grophtcs colculotor PrereqUISIIe MATH 120 or eqUtvOient 
MATH 156 GENERAl STAl1ST1CS 131 Descrrptrve stoiiSIICs. prolbobiLiy dostnbut100s. confidence 01terwls and hypolheSis testiOQ. regressoon and correlotiOO, Chi-
square tests. onolysls of vononce nonporomei'IC tests PrerequiSite N\ATH 150 or equiVOient Fulf•lls OccupcrtiOOOI Therapy cumcufom 
MATH 170 CAlCULUS 1141 The denvolrve. technrques and oppiKOtiOOS ltrnts and contrnurly The rnlagrol wrth oppiKatrons Numencol methods 
Prerequrslte MATH 165 or equiValent 
MATH 210 ElEMENTARY UNEAA AlGEBRA 131 Geometry of 2- and 3-d•men<ronol space Systems of linear equatKOlS MotrKes and matriX onthmetrc 
Deferm•nonts. lrneor tronsformatrons. eogenvotues and ergenvectors. quodrotK forms PrereqUISife MATH 180 
Music(MUSq 
MUSC 111 MUSIC: THE ART OF USTENING 131 MuSic Apprecrolron course whiCh prOVIdes 1nformotron to enable the student to ksten more perceptrvely 
and to bene< understand the various elements and aspects of musiC 
MUSC 114 JI>Zk AMERICAN CREATM MUSIC 13151udy of the trends and s1yles. rnnovotors and rnHuen1101 p.oneers. and lhe evolut100 of lhe Jou ldrom rn the 
20th century 
Nursing (NURS) 
NURS 130 WAYS OF KNOWING 13llntroduces the stuclenllo nurSing as a profesSIOn ond drscrplrne Contentllltludes drscussron of the roles of theprofesSIOOOI 
nurse, the scope of proctrce. nursrng hrsfory, prolessronol orgonrzotrons. and ethKolllegol nghts and responsobrLtres Cumculor concepts 10troduced 
rnclude trons•hon. cnt!Colthrnking. end commurrcohon 
NURS 132 HEAlJH ANO CUU\JRE 131 Focus on culture os M relates to lhe unrversol propertres of trOOSihoo and health ElcploratiOO of lhe rmpoct of culture on 
health wrl begrn to df>velop sell awareness and sensiiiVIIy Issues related to diVet'SIIy wrU be diSCussed FutfJts the C..Oturol Oi';ersoty elechve 
reqwetn"nt 
NURS 468 FROM ACUPUNCT\JRE TO ZINC: PAIN MANAGEMENT 131 Explores trodrtiOOOf methods of porn management and comfort measures OS wei as 
complementary modohfres lhol con be opplted to bnng obouf o sense of wellness and colm (Open to non-nursing stuclenfs I Elec!rve 
Philosophy (PHIL) 
PHIL 100 ETHICS AS AH INTROOUCTlON TO PHILOSOPHY 131 The goals of humon hfe. lhe flrsl pnnc1ples of morohly. VIrtue. duly. low, respons1b<lrty 
Spec10l emphas.s on juSIICe. along Wllh o freofmenl of the DeonfologKot Uf1Lior10n ond Nofurol Low/R~ghl 1heoroes that ore central to conlempo<ory 
1rea1men1s of procfiCol ond profeSS101101 ethiCS 
PHIL 290 THEORY OF KNOWl£OG£ 131 The 1n1erploy between humon knowledge and lhe world 1  knows. the paSSlblhly of obi<!CI"'e knowledge. ond 
lhe nolure and development of modern SCien(e as o theoreflcol and practiCal proi<!Cf 
PHIL 320 HISTORY AHD PHILOSOPHY OF SOENa TO 1700 131 Exom1nolion of fhe evoluiiOO of lhe 1deo of sctence through o close read1ng of I he 
seminal wn11ngs on lh1s subi<!Cf from Arislolle 10 Descartes, focus.ng part1culorty on the different sfrotegtes tho! hove been employed to och1eve 
knowledge of lhe phys.col world together Wllh lhe ktndred QuestiOn os 10 the fond of cert1fucle thai each sfrofegy con hope 10 expect 
PHIL 321 ElHtCAl BUSINESS DECISIONS 131 Case sfudoes of several cnllcal ossues'" buSiness. analyzed occord1ng lo the confemparory context ond 
elho:ol pnnCiples Fulfills lhe E/R&S Focus electl\le Prerequ1Sife/Corequ1S!fe of PHIL 100 ond THEO 111 
PHIL 329 M£OtCAI. ETHICS 131 Morol1ssues ons.ng 1n heollh core dell\lefY. 1ndud1ng SCICIOI poliCY os well os chmcol problems Full• s lho EIR&S Focus 
elecfl\le Prerequ1Slte/Corequ1s.1e of PHIL 100 ond THEO 111 
Physics (PHYS) 
PH'IS 116 OUR UNMRSI: THE EARTH f21 Ari Introductory course '" earth sctence Corequts.fe PH'IS 117 
PH'IS 117 OUR UNMRSE: THE EARTH lABORATORY lllloborafory reqUired fo accompany PH'IS 116 
PH'IS 118 OUR UNMRSE: THE SKY 2)1nfloductory course 1n oslrononny Corequ1so1e PH'IS 119 
PH'IS 119 OUR UNMRSE: THE SKY LABORATORY (1) Loborolory Is requ1red lo accompany PH'IS 118 
PH'IS 160 COllEGE PHYSICS 1131 For premediCal. pre·denfal. and others MechaniCs, heof, sound. eleclramognetlsm, optics. and rnodern phys1cs 
Prerequ1slfe Algebra. Corequ1s11e PH'IS 1611oborofory Fulfills Occupa11anol Therapy curnculum 
PH'IS 161 INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS LABORATORY 1111 lh1s laboratory accompanies PH'IS 160 or 170 lectures 
PH'IS 162 Cou.EGE PHYSICS II 131 For premediCal. pre·denlol. and others MechaniCs. heo!. sound. eleclromof1E,IIsm, optiCS. and modem phySICs 
PrerequiSite PH'IS 160. Corequls.fe PH'IS 163 loborofory 
PH'IS 163 INTl!OOUCTORY PHYSICS lABORATORY M 111 Th1s laboratory occornpantes PH'IS 162 or 172 lectures Prerequ1so1e PHY'i 161 
Politico! Science (POU) 
POll 120 COMPARATM GOVERNMENT AHD POlJl1CS 131 lnlroducflon fo ond comparison of paliflcol systems 1n several nohonal seM1ngs 
Psychology (PSYQ 
PSYC 101 GENERAl PSYOiOI.OGY 131 BaSic psychalogo:ol processes such os senso110n. percepflon. mofi\IOIIOn, lcorntng. psychalogKal rneowre 
menfs. perSC!nOhly development 
PSYC 121 GENERAl EXPERIMENTAl PSYCHOLOGY I 12llnlroducflon to fhe SC1enf1fK method used tn psychology, CCI\Ienng topiCS such os sensoiiOil, 
percepl1on, leamlng. ernoflon, moii\IOIIOn Fulfills science requtremenl for non· psychology mo1ors C01equ1sole PSYC 122 
PSYC 122 GENERAl EXPERIMENTAL PSYOiOI.OGY I lABORATORY Ill (Three loborolory hours per week I laboratory expenmenfs dcmonsfrohng 
pnnc1pt.,s descnbed 1n the lectures IPSYC 1211 CoreqUISife PSYC 121 
PSYC 231 DEVB.OPMENTAL PSYOiOI.OGY 131 tEOCL 2311 Factors lnfluencmg mon's hfe spon Applko110n to stages of phySIOioglcol moturofiOfl 
developmental tasks. SOCIOI leormng. perSC!nOIIIy mlegrofoo 
PSYC 232 OifU> PSYOiOI.OGY 131 IEOCl 232/5321 The geneiK study of growth ond development. hered1fory ond enwonmentol foclors. early and 
lofer ch11dhaod to puberiy 
PSYC 261 SOOAl PSYOiOI.OGY 131 IEOCL261, SOCW 261) The IndiVidual's perSC!nOhly, on11udes. and behavtor 1n muiiHndMdual !l!fuat•ons 
PSYC 271 INTROOUCTlON TO THE EMOTlONAI.I.Y DISTURB£0 CHILD 121 IEDSP 2041 Symptoms of molodoptl\le behaVIor 1n young~ters Evotuohon of 
etiologiCal factors PerSClnOhly diSOrders. serVICes. foclh11es and agencies for treafmenl 
PSYC 2n AllNORMAl PSYOiOI.OGY (31 IEOCL 2771 DynomKs of lhe disturbed personohly. symptoms. causes. treatment of psychoncuc'oses. psy 
chases. deVIant personollftes 
PSYC 321 INOUSTRIAI. PSYOiOI.OGY 131 (HR£5 330. MGMT 321) Psycholog1COI bases for orgonizot!OOOI decisions from employmentiO lho moonfe 
nonce of moll\lof!On and jOb SOIIsfOcf!On of people Research. measurement and procf1Col oppficohon ore emphaSIZed 
PSYC 366 CRIME AHO P£RSONAUTY 131 ICJUS 266/566, EOCL 266/5661 Roof causes of cnme 1n lhe 1ndMdual ond 1n lhe culture Considl!fOIIOnof 
personohly dynomo:s and lreafmenf approaches 
PSYC 379 PSYOiOI.OGK:AI. AND ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 131 IEOCO 5791 Pnnc1ples of menial lesnng ·norms. rehobihly. vohd1ly. ·along w1fh a lomtl10r 
IZOhon of vonous psychologo:ol fesfS and d1scussion of foclors 1n mental fesl1ng. e g, orouely. mofurohon, ethKs. sources. sconng 1echn1ques 
PSYC 4n SPORTS PSYOiOI.OGY t2·311EOCL4m The course Will deol With behaviOr and sports emphoSIZtng fhe areas of personofily and sports. 
orouely and arousal tn sports moll\lofiOil, aggressiOn. group dynamiCS, SCICIOhZOIIOfl and exercose 
Radiologic Technology (RADT) 
I!ADT 165 RADK>GRAPHIC PRACTICVM 111 131 RadiographiC chniCol competency tro1n1ng ond evoluofiOil dunng the summer months ftrst summer 
seSSIOil. MoriCioy and Wednescloy of on offil10te hasp1toll16 hours/Week) Second summer sesSIOn, Monday lhrough Fndoy of on off~10te 
hasp<fol140 hourslweekJ PrereqUISite I!ADT 162 ond 163 
I!ADT 265 RADIOGRAPHIC PRACTICVM 111 131 Conf1nuall0fl of I!AOT 263. summer semester. Mondoy through Fndoy 12 months. 40 houts/weekl 
PrereqUISite I!ADT 263 
Social Work (SOCW) 
S0CW 167 INTIIODUCTION TO SOCIAl WORK f31 (SOCI167, CJUS 1671 The SCICIOI welfare tnsf11Ufion and SCICIOI work The three mo(OI purposes of SCICIOI ~v • ...,_,..,. 
111 enhancemen1 ol problem solvmg. 121 knowledge of systems thai prCI\!Kie people Wllh resources ond serviCes. ond 131 frte successful linkage of 
people Wlfh lhese systems -.-::::::-.. 
SOCW 204CONTiMPORARY SOCIAl PR08UMS 131 A systematiC study of mo(OI sociol problems'" modenn SCICtely 
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Sociology (SOCI) 
SOCI101 INTROOUCTlON TO SOOOI.OGY 131 Soctal beh<Mor wothon the context of group structure. soCiety, and culture BaSic socoologocoltermonol ogy and 
methodology 
SOCII67 INTRODUCTION TO SOOAI. WORK 1311SOCW 167, CJUS 1671 The social welfare tnstoluloon and soctal work The three mo1or purposes of socool work 
111 enhancement of p<oblem solvtng. 121 knowledge of systems that prOVIde people woth resources and servoces. and 131the successful linkage of 
people wolh these systems 
232 SOOOI.OGY Of SPORT 131 Orgonozed sport as on tmpor1onl U>stotuhonol component of Amencon culture and socoety 
1269 POPUlAR CUlTURE 31 Cntocol perspeoclrves on the p<oductton, onterpretolton, and effects of popular culture 
SOCI 316 COMPUX ORGANIZATlONS 131 A crotocol survey of formal orgonlzoltons and 
Spanish (SPAN) 
SPAN 101 EUMENTAR'I' SPANISH I 131 An ontroductoon to baSic language skolls emphostzong the ocquosotoon of hlgh-~!'Quet>q vocabulary and the develop 
ment of cultural awareness 
SPAN 102 EUMENTAR'I' SPANISH II 131 The second semester elementary course whtch Is o conttnuotoon of SPAN 101 Prerequostte SPAN 101 !unless worvedl 
Statistics (STAT) 
STAT 200 INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS STAnSTlCS 131 Descnptove stotostJCs, sompling and statistiColonlerence wothon the context of bustness apphcattanS 
Simple and multiple regressoon, lncludong residual analysis and mulllcolltneonty problems Addotoonol topic~ may Include analySis of vonance and 
tome-series lorecasltng models Prerequosole MATH 156 and INFO 301 
Theology (THEO) 
THEO 111 THEOlOGICAl FOUNDATIONS 131 The no!Ure ol revelolton. rehgton, and reform wothon a religoous !rod11ton. the sources. method. and value ol 
rheologocal reflection and the ethical consequences for IMng In o world cornmuntly 
THEO 233 UNDERSTANDING CATHOliCISM 131 A study of lh<> central Catholic doctnnes. shoWing the h"torocol cond•toons from whiCh they arose and doscuss 
U1Q their meon<ng for thoughtful people today 
THEO 250 INTitOOUCTlON TO SCRIP'TURE 131 lntroducttan to hostorocol. literary_ and relogoous develop<nent of both Old and New Testaments woth emphosts on 
the use of the toots of scnpture study tOne secttan lomoted to ffiOIOIS ond other Interested and qualified students I 
THEO 303 CHRISTIAN ETHICS: METHOOS AND QUESnONS 1311ntroducttan to the methods and central quest1ons ol Chnst1on eth1cs llom1ted to mo1ors and 
other Interested and qualified students I Fulfills the E/R&S focus electtve PrereqUISite/Cor!'QUistte to PHIL 100 and THEO 111 
THEO 311 FAITH AND JUSna 131 Relo1tonsh1p between Chnshon f01th and soctaljustiCe VJeWed tn Chnshon trodotoon and recent thought and documents of the 
Church Fulfills the E/R&S Focus eii!CtNe Prereqt.Hs•te/CoreqUistle to PHIL 100 and THEO Ill 
University Studies (UNST) 
UNST 100 E PlURIBUS UNUM Ill introduces students to the opportun.t<es cultural drverSIIy presents, and to the ISSUf>S of stereotyptng, pre1udoce ond d1scriml 
nottan and tho" relottan to the exercise of power tn Amerocon socll!ty fulfills the Cultural Orverstty Electrve reout<emcot 
Workshop Information 
OFF-CAMPUS WORKSHOPS 
This yeor Xavier Is offering specific workshops off-campus at o lower turtion rate. These workshops offer the some 
quality education !halls Xavier's hallmark in a vanety of convenient locations throughout the greater Cincinnati area 
REGISTRATION FOR WORKSHOPS 
Registraltons will be accepted begtnnrng Wednesday, April 7. 1999 and are accepted on a ftrst come, first serve basis 
Openings 1n workshops are most likely to be available to those registering pnor to the deadline dote Fax and mail-in 
registrations received ofter the deadline date will be processed only if space is avoilable 
Registrations may be done by marl, fax or in person (see poge 36). If you regrster in person prior to May 151, you can 
be billed at a later date Fulllutlton and fees must accompany the mail-in and fax reg1slrohons 
Students new to Xav1er must complete the proper application form and be occepted prior to reg1strolton. 
GRADING POUCY 
One credtl hour workshop-Poss/Fail (Unless otherwise indicated) 
1INo credit hours workshop-Pass/Fat! (Student may pelrtton for letter grode) 
Three credit hours workshop-Letter grade 
WORKSHOP UMITS 
Only two semester hours maximum of graduate credit or undergraduate credit may be obtarned tn a one week 
workshop unless the workshop is listed as three credit hours rn the bulletin Credit hours for any workshop may not be 
increased by doing additional work. No more thon stx semester hours of workshops may be applted toword a 
graduate degree program. 
GRADUATE COURSE INFORMATION 
Workshop with a course number of 500 or greater ore graduate courses Workshops numbered from 200-499 may be 
taken for graduate credtl by perm1ssion of program dtrector ONLY 
' 
1999 Workshops by Dates 
The following workshops ore in date order. 
QQtes/QQ~s ~ C~d1l HQ!.!r~ ~ 
4/24 Sa Social Work Licensure Exam Review 0 SOCW 100-NC1 
5n-15 F-Sa Intra to Rational Behavior Ther 2 CJUS 430/EDCO 434-W1 
5/9-23 & 
6/6-13 Su Zoos Are Classrooms 1 EOWS 345/544/BIOL 301-W1A OH Campus 
5/10-14 M-F Afncon-American Poetry 2 ENGL 354-W1 
5/10-14 M-F Hollywood A Saciai&Cutturol His! 2 HIST 285/COMM 197-W1 
5/17-21 M-F Believers Love. Art. Lost R1tes 2 ENGL 383-Wl 
5117-21 M-F Spec Topics OT in Schools 1 OCTH 410/0CTH 470-W1 
6/4-13 F-Su Fom1ly and Society 2 SOCW 310/EDWS 360-W1 
6/8-12 T-Sa Drawing From lhe Heart 2 ARTS 212-W1 z 6/8-12 T-Sa Marital and Family Therapy 2 PSYC 627/SOCW 472/EDWS 580-W1 
6/10-12 R-So Childhood Psycho. ldent. Asses 2 PSYC 716/EDWS 719-W1 0 6/11-13 F-Su The Dynom1cs of Cults 1 EDWS 718-W1 
6/11-13 F-Su Sexuality, Educot1on & Sooety 1 SOCW 335/EDWS 368/568-W1 
~ 6/14-18 M-F Adopt Teach Tech to Learn Styles 2 EDWS 501-W1 6/14-18 M-F Baseball & American Culture 2 HIST 287Wl 6/14-18 M-F Classroom Mgmt That Works 2 EDWS 333/533-WlA OHCampus 6/14-18 M-F Cooperoling Teacher Mentor 1 EDWS 415/615-W1 
6/14-18 M-F Hondbell Workshop 1 MUSC324-W1 ~ 
6/14-18 M-F Hardware/Software Overview 3 INFO 949/EDWS 649-Wl 0 6/14-18 M-F Plants 1n the Classroom 2 BIOL 304 /EDWS 390-W1 
6/14-18 M-F Sole Schools' 2 EDWS 602-W1A Off Campus &&. 
6/14-18 M-F Treating Domestic Violence 2 EDWS 564/SOCW 268-W1 z 6/14-18 M-F World Mythology 2 CLAS 253-W1 
6/14-24 M-R Phonics Merged Wilh Whole Lang 2 EDWS 441/641 W1 -6/14-25 M-F The "Pio1n People" in Oh1o 3 HIST 293/593/EDWS 329/529 W1 CL 6/18-19 F-So Counseling Challenging Youth 1 EDWS 563/PSYC 380/SOCW/CJUS 463-W1 
6/18-27 F-Su H1spon1c Culture: Update on Cuba 3 SPAN 355/655/ EDWS 356/556-W1 0 6/21-25 M-F Alfred Hitchcock in Hollywood 2 COMM/HIST 280/EDWS 284 W1 
6/25-27 F-Su Sexism and Racism in Society 1 SOCW/PSYC 340/ EDWS 339 W1 :I: 
7/3-11 So-Su Franciscan Spirituality 3 THEO 339/THEO 554-WlF 0H Campus 
~ 7/9-11 F-Su Addiction An Epidemic 1 SOCW/PSYC 407 /EDWS 310-W1 7/9-11 F-Su Sexism and Racism in Society 1 SOCW 340/ EDWS 339/ PSYC 340-W2 
7/12-16 M-F Movies & Cities 2 HIST /COMM/SOCI 289-W1 ~ 7/16-18 F-Su Treating Chron1c Relapse 1 SOCW 408/PSYC 371/EDWS 371/571-Wl 
7119-23 M-F Creoling 5 Star M1nds 2 EDWS 442/642-Wl 0 7/19-23 M-F Developing Leadership Skills VII 2 EDWS 377/577-Wl 
~ 7/19-23 M-F Sp1ntuality: Post and Present 2 THEO 559-W1 7/23-25 F-Su lnterventton With Abused Children 1 SOCW 348/ EDWS 370-W1 
7/23-31 F-So Intra to Rational Behavior Ther 2 CJUS 430/EDCO 434-W2 
7126-30 M-F America Through lhe Lens: Holly 2 HIST/EDWS 286/COMM 297-Wl 
7/26-30 M-F Design1ng on Silk 2 ARTS 471 W1 
7/26-30 M-F Geography Across Curr Ages 5-12 2 EDWS 386/586-W1 
7/26-30 M-F Global Spmluality 1 THEO 556 W1 
7/30-8/l F-Su Treat Sex Offenders& The1r Vict1ms 1 SOCW/CJUS 350/PSYC 267 /EDWS 440-Wl 
8/2-6 M-F Literature-Based Soence 2 EDWS 667 Wl 
8/2-6 M-F Working the Work @ Second Lev I 2 EDWS 612-WlA Off Campus 
8/9-13 M-F Slress-Busling thru Team Building 1 EDWS537 W1 
8/9-13 M-F Work1ng the Work @ Second Lev II 2 EDWS 613-W1A Off Campus 
8116-20 M-F Making Simple Musicallnstru 2 MUSC 380/EDWS 355/EDWS 535-W1 
21 
22 Workshops The following workshops are in alphabetical order ... 
Adapting Teaching Techniques to Learning Styles 
EDWS 501-Wl Two Credit Hours 
June 14-18 Mon-Thur 8:30om-3:30pm Fri 8:00am-12:30pm 
D1redor· Dr. Margaret Stier 
Guest Speaker: Julie LaMothe 
ALT 214 
This seminar wlll present c hands-on opportunity for pcrt1clponts to explore the fascinating end prccticcl Dunn Model of Lecrn1ng Styles end 
Howard Gardiner's lheory of Multiple Intelligences. Every student, young or old, Is on indiVIdual with pcrtlculcr modality strengths. which must 
be understood end used to accomplish max1mum learning Us1ng lecrn1ng style theory does not mean one-on-one tutoring, group learning 
techmques w1ll be experienced as partiCipants learn about themselves end students as actiVe learners 
Topics will include lecrn1ng style elements. construction of content a reo matenols, analyzing pcrticiponts teoch1ng styles as well as learning 
styles. multisensory memorization. Interpretation of student profiles, applications to homework. teaching global students, choroctenstics of the 
g1fted, approaches for tactile, kinesthetic children. luggling varied learning styles. t1me management. understanding of mini-view of Ieeming 
style research. shonng successful programs and Implications for cnticolthmking 
Who should o"end> Anyone interested in helping children from grade one through twelve, and college/adult learners 
For more 1nformot1on contact Dr Stier@ 16061491-3359 
LIMIT 25 participants MATERIALS FEE $5.00 NONCREDIT FEE.$160 (EDWS 501-N1Rl Suggested registration deadline June 1 
Addiction: An Epidemic 
SOCW 407/ EDWS 310/ PSYC 407-W1 One Credit Hour 
July 9-11 Fri 6:00pm-9:30pm. Sot-Sun 8:30om-5·00pm COH14 
Director: Dr. Carolyn Jenkins. LISW 
Various forms of oddicllon ore becom1ng the lecd•ng social problems of th1s century An overv1ew of addiction will be Imported as well as 
spec1f1c mamfestotlons such as sex. gambling, eating disorders, and drugs The impact of addiction on the •nd1viduol, family. and society Will be 
discussed Addiction ruins countless lives. drains money from the economy. and causes violence and d1sfunct•ons at all levels of society Venous 
professionals Will present these 1ssues This workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Oh10 social work rehcens1ng NOTE 
Grades g1ven only to students who reg1ster for credit ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY 
LIMIT 30 pcrt1clpcnts NONCREDIT FEE $160 (SOCW 407-N1R Suggested reg1s1rotion deadline June 28 
African-American Poetry 
ENGL 354-W1 Two Credit Hours 
May 10-14 Mon-Fri 5:30pm-9:30pm 
Director: Dr Tyrone Williams 
ALT 322 
This workshop Will Investigate aesthetic. cultural and pchhcol relot1onsh•PS between a representol1ve sample of so-called "block protest poetry· 
from the 1960's and 1970's and contemporary block poetry thot1s apparently more ·conservative· 1n form and content Examples of the former 
1nclude Arnlri Boroko, Hoki Modhobuhll and Sonia Sanchez wh1le examples of the lo"er include Cart Phillips. Cyrus Cassells and R1to Dove 
LIMIT 10 partiCipants NONCREDIT FEE $160 fENGL 354-N1RI Suggested reglstrollan deadline April26 
Alfred Hitchcock in Hollywood 
COMM 280/ HIST 280/ EDWS 284-W1 
June 21-25 Mon-Fri 4:00pm-9:30pm 
Diredor: Mr Robert Cotter 
Two Cred1t Hours 
ALT 323 
Th1s workshop will use the distinctiVe film career of Alfred Hitchcock to exom1ne the relationship between a erectiVe (and controlling) artist and 
the prevo11ing SOCIOI and political preoccupations of American culture between 1939 and 1975 Several lecture films and numerous film excerpts 
Will be screened 1n class to develop a fomilionty w1th the aesthetic pnnc1ples as well as the personal leers and obsessions that Informed 
Hitchcock's style, the so-called "HIIchcocklon Umverse· Th1s understanding of Hitchcock's techn1que and psychology Will allow for on onolys1s 
of h1s major films as reftect1ons of the notional psyche for the t1mes 1n wh1ch they were mode The Interplay between the Hollywood stud10 
system and Hllchcock's career will also be explored Above all. the course Will emphaSize the sheer bnllionce of H~chcock's films as both 
entertainment vehicles and as cultural documents 
LIMIT 40 pcrtiCipcnls NONCREDIT FEE $160 (COMM 280-N1RI Suggested reg1strohon deadline June 7 
America Through the Lens: Hollywood As Cultural Messenger 
HIST 286/ EDWS 286/ COMM 297-Wl Two Cred1t Hours 
July 26-30 Mon-Fn 4:00pm-9:30pm ALT 222 
D~redor Mr Robert Cotter 
Th1s course 1s buill on the prem1se that every Hollywood film and teleVISion narrative, though erected for reasons of entertomment and proht 
(and sometimes ortl. 1S 1n fact a cultural artifact; a representation of the values. myths. ideologies and ossumphons of the culture that produced 
II Delivered to us by powertul moss commumcollan technologies, these norrot1ves shape our collective consciousness. affirming accepted 
JdeclogiCol and cultural beliefs/myths and. somet1mes. mod11ying them 
Hollywood films and teleVIsion programs Will be analyzed In order to both 1dent1fy the cultural and h1stoncol messages they conto1n and to 
determ•ne how and why they corry these messages To facilitate th1s effort, the formulas and conventions of Hollywood genres (westerns. 
muSicals. fom1ly melodramas. film noire. horror, etc.) will be examined This understond1ng of genre will serve as c primary onclyticcltocl as we 
deconstruct the Rims end television programs studied in class 
LIMIT 20 pcrtiCipcnls MATERIALS FEE $20 00 NONCREDIT FEE $160 IHIST 286-N1RI Suggested reglslral1on decdhne July 12 • 
Baseball & American Culture 
HIST 287-W1 Two Credits 
June 14-18 Mon-Fri 4:30pm-9 30pm ALT 313 
Director Dr John Fairfield 
•trs our game, thors the ch•ef foct1n connection wllh 1t Amenca·s game • II ·has the snap. go, fling of the Amencon atmosphere ·belongs as 
much to our •nstltuhons. fits 1nto them as s•gn1ficontly, as our constitutions. lows. IS just as 1mportont1n the sum total of our h1stonc hfe • - Wall 
Whitman 
Commentators hove long argued that baseball 1s o key to understond1ng American culture and the American character Over the post two 
decodes h•stonons of the sport hove unearthed on enormous amount of material that not only venftes th1s Insight but allows us to be more 
precise obaut the connechon between baseball and the development of Amencon culture This workshop explores the social h1story of the 
game us•ng a vonety of h1stoncol. l1terory, and CinematiC sources 
UM/l 30 partiCipants MATERIAlS FEE S20 00 NONCREDIT FEE S160 IHIST 287-N1RI Suggested reg•strouon deadline June 1 
Believers: Love, Art, Last Rites 
ENGL 383-W1 Two Credit Hours 
May 17-21 Mon-Fri 5 :30pm-9:30pm 
Director: Dr Tyrone Williams 
ALT 322 
This workshop explores the VICISSitudes of deSire. lust. love and loss •n four aesthetiC genres and formats the rough-hewn muSings of on 
exemplary smger-songwnter of popular mustc. the med•tohons on trust. f01th and uncerto1nty by o master of norrohve fiction, the testaments 
and defin1hons of love •n a book of poetry, and the long1ngs for redemphon 1n two films by one of our mostlntngu•ng film d1<ectors 
LIMIT 8 partiCipants NONCREDIT FEE $160 IENGL 383-N1R) Suggested registratiOn deodhne May 3 
Childhood Psychopathology: Identification, Assessment & Strategies 
PSYC 716/ EDWS 719-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 10-12 Thurs-Fri 9:00om-4 OOpm. Sot 9 00om-12.00pm ELT 318 
Director Dr A.J Finch. Jr 
Many advances hove occurred w1th1n the a reo of child and adolescent psychopathology 1n the post few years Th•s workshop •s designed for 
profess•onols and graduate students 1n psychiatry, psychology. counseling, educohon. soc•ol work, corrections and other related fields who 
work with ch1ldren and adolescents 1n o therapeutic capaCity 
Wh1le th1s workshop 1s developed to present the theoretical bas1s and recent research 1n child/adolescent psychopathology, the pnmory focus 
wtll be on developtng practical clime a I skills We wtll explore cogmt•ve-behoVIorol conceptuohzot•on of d•sorders. osses=ent techntques, and 
treatment procedures VIdeotapes of therapy sesSions. role ploymg, films. small group d1scuss1ons and lectures wtll be ulllized to develop the 
understond•ng and clintcol expertise of the partiCipants Climcot procedures 1nclud1ng self·lnstrucllonoltechn.ques. stress-•noculohon, and self· 
control stroteg1es wtll be presented as methods 1n dealing wtth d1sorders such os anger, depress1on, delinquency. phobias, hyperoctMty and 
leormng d•sob•lilles 
Th•s workshop has been approved for 15 clock hours toward Oh10 psychology !OPAl, social work and counseling rehcenstng NOTE Grades 
giVIln only to students who reg1ster for cred1t 
UM/l 35 partiCipants NONCREDIT FEE S160 IPSYC 716-N1RJ Suggested reg1slrohon deadline May 28 
Classroom Management That Works 
Off Campus 
EDWS 333/ EDWS 533-W1A Two Credit Hours 
June 14-18 Mon-Fri 8:00om-4.30pm TBA 
Director Ms. Paulette Grady 
Th1s workshop wtll be offered 1n o literacy based whole language classroom Port1C1ponts VVIII expenence how to 
• Become and stay professionally current 
• Manage and mo•nlo•n o chaos-free classroom enVIronment 
• Integrate cumculum to meet the needs of all students 
• Portner wtlh parenlslstoff/odmlnlstrotors 
• Create a prochcol classroom management pion to Implement 1n your own classroom 
LIMIT 20 partiCipants NONCREDIT FEE S160 IEDWS 333-N1Al Suggested reg1strol10n deodhne June 1 
Cooperating Teacher Mentor Training 
EDWS 415/ EDWS 615-W1 One Credit Hour 
June 14-18 Mon-Fn 8 OOom-12 OOpm ELT 318 
Dtrector. Ms Lynn Harvey 
Th1s workshop VVIII prepare teachers to be effectNe co-operot1ng teachers for studentteoch1ng field expenences Bosed on octiVIl constructMst 
VIeW of leom•ng and teach1ng, sesstons wtll focus on effect1ve mentonng techn.ques. levels of adult leorntng, choroctenst!Cs of a noviCe teacher. 
non-evoluotiVIl cOOICh•ng techn.ques. and understond•ng of the 19 essenhol teach•ng enteric grouncled 1n the PothiVIlse ossesSimenttool 
LIM/l. 20 partiCipants NONCREOIT FEE S160 IEDWS 415-N1RI Suggested reg•strollon deadline June 1 
Counseling Challenging Youth 
EDWS 563/ CJUS 463/ PSYC 380/ SOCW 463-W1 
June 18-19 Fn lOOpm-9 30pm. Sot 9 OOom-6 OOpm 
Dtredor· Dr Brent Richardson 
One Cred it Hour 
JOS 212 
Hove you ever notiCed that some profess100ols JUst seem to hove a knock. for connect•ng wtth really cholleng1ng youJh? DrOWing extensiVIlly 
from hiS own expenences and observclflons 1n the field, a vonety of research and theoretiCal perspectiVes, as well as interviews VVIth effectNe 
counselors and odm•n•strotors. the Instructor wtll1dentlfy those trolls. choroctenstics, oM1tudes and behaVIOrs which d1st~ngwsh the really 
effective profess•onols from the rest EmphasiS wtll be g1ven to prociiCOI ways counselors and other mental health professionals con build and 
mo1nt01n theropeuhc relohOnsh•ps wtth tough lods 









Creating 5 Star Minds 
EDWS 442/ EDWS 642-W1 
July 19-23 Mon-Fri 8:00am-12:00pm 
Director: Ms. Patti Kessler 
Two Credit Hours 
ALT 314 
Th1s workshop is designed for teachers 1n grades 1-6 who wont practical techniques and strategies for managing the diVerse levels of students 
obifihes, especially high ability and gifted children 
The focus of the workshop is on infusing critical and creat1ve th1nk1ng skills mto all subject areas, wllh on emphos1s on students taking charge of 
their own Ieeming and teachers acting as facilitators Many open-ended actiVIties will be introduced as well as oct1vities that encourage 
students to think independently and 1n new ways 1n order to come up w1th solut1ons to challenges A HANDS-ON/MINDS-ON approach to 
teaching will be stressed, incorporating cooperative learning and creative problem solv1ng 
Tons of practical ides and strategies w1ll be offered for extending thinking in all students as well as management techniques for differentiating 
Instruction for high achieving students. 
This doss Is available for graduate. undergraduate. or non-credit Completion of on outs1de pro;ect is required for credit. 
Topics covered 
• Managing o differentiated curriculum through clustering, compacting, contracts. open-ended units, mentoring, & enrichment opportunities 
• Student-directed learning through self-management folders & resident expert 
• Restructuring lessons to extend thinking 
• Utilizing transitions times With mind-stretchers. worm-ups & sponges 
• Integrating nght & left brain 
• Umque needs of g1fted children. identify1ng behaVIors. & challenges 
• Incorporating technology in o meomngful way 
• Surmol skJIIs for on ever-chong1ng workplace 
• EQvs 10 
• Innovation & creotiv1ty as a way of life 
LIMIT 30 participants NONCREDIT FEE· $160 IEDWS 442-N1R) Suggested reglstrot1on deadline July 6 
Designing on Silk 
ARTS 471-W1 Two Credit Hours 
July 26-30 Mon-Fri 8:30om-4 30pm COH 170 
Director: Ms. Katherine Uetz 
Th1s workshop offers artists, educators and interested IndiViduals on opportunity to work w1th d1fferent methods of dyemg s1lk fa creole exo!lng 
des1gns and wearable art Various dye1ng techn1ques will be ulllized includ1ng 1mmerston. d1rect dye painting, storr.p,ng, stenciling, and 
discharge dye1ng Students will be encouraged to explore IndiVIdual interests Join th1s workshop and create exciting des1gns 
LIMIT 12 partiCipants MATERIALS FEE: $80.00 NONCREDIT FEE $160 !ARTS 471-N1RI Suggested reg1strot1on deadline July 12 
Developing Leadership Skills VII 
EDWS 377/ EDWS 577-W1 
July 19-23 Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm 
Two Credit Hours 
CBAS 
Directors: Mr Michael Brandt & Mr Roger Effron 
What ore the key leadership 1ssues of the 90's? Whars your leodersh1p style? What do you really need to know to assume o leadership role 1n 
your work enwonment? These and other current leadership Issues Will be the focus of th1s workshop, conducted by two of Cincinnati's most 
respected educators 
LIMIT 30 Participants Suggested registration deadline July 6 
Drawing From the Heart (Mind, Body, Spirit Connection) 
ARTS 212-Wl Two Credit Hours 
June 8-12 Tues-Sot 9:00am-5:00pm COH 170 
Director: Ms. Ellen Zohorec 
This class 1s for everyone who would like to discover their hidden creatiVe spirit Designed for both beginners and those w1th expenence. th1s 
class Will allow you to explore and expenment With a vonety of m1xed-med10 drOVVIng techmques whiCh can be applied to still hfe landscape or 
the figure Groph1fe, charcoal. pastels, pa1nt and more w111 be used to create m1xed-med10 drOVVIngs both realistic and abstract MusK, 
movement. and visualization Will be 1ntegrated into the drawing expenence to help sf1mulote the tmoginalion 1n new and expressiVe ways 
Freedom, spontaneity and energy reqUIIed 
LIMIT 30 partiCipants MATERIALS FEE $25 00 NONCREDIT FEE Sl60 tARTS 212-N1RI Suggested registrclfiOn deadline. Moy 25 
The Dynamics of Cults 
EDWS 718-W1 One Credit Hour 
June 11-13 Fri 6:00pm-9:30pm, Sot-Sun 9 OOom-4 OOpm 
Director: Ms Donna Adams, RN, M .Ed. 
ELT 217 
This workshop VVIII focus on the recent proliferot1on of cult actiVIty and the 1ssues that ore ro1sed by a study of th1s phenomenon PractiCal 
strategies and suggestions for understanding th1s foptc Will be offered Issues to be exam1ned Include commonly held myths, the vulnerability 
of individuals to decepflve man1pulot1on. the techniques of oM1tude change ond personality conversion. how convers1on states are matnt01ned, 
the Importance of cnticol th1nk1ng, the processes 1nvolved 1n leciVIng cultiC groups and the rehab,litot1on needs of ex-members 
LIMIT 30 participants Suggested registration deadline May 28 
Family and Society 
SOCW 310/ EDWS 360-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 4-6 & 11-13 Fri 6:00-9:30pm, Sot-Sun 8.30om-5:00pm COH 1336 
Director: Dr Carolyn Jenkins. LISW 
A study of mornoge preparation, partner select1on, marital adjustment, family structure and functions. and montol dissolutiOn Current 
problems focmg the fom1ly will be explored w1th on emphasis on macro and m1cro 1ntervent1on strategies which moy be employed for problem 
resolution Th1s workshop hos been approved for 30 clock hours toward Ohio soc1ol work rehcens1ng NOTE Grades g1ven only to students who 
register for credit ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY 
UMIT. 17 participants Suggested reg1strotion deadline May 24 
Franciscan Spirituality 
Off Campus 
location: Assisi, Italy 
THEO 339/ THEO 554-W1F Three Credit Hours 
July 3-W Sot-Sun 
Diredors Dr Gillian Ahlgren & Sr Rosie Miller 
The FranCiscan trod1tion mode umque contnbvt1ons to Christ1on mystiCism and Chnst1on theology By re-traCing Francis' and Clore's 1oumey and 
viSiting places of sigmficonce to them, partiCipants 1n this sem1nar will go1n o new appreciatiOn of the 1nstghts and expenences of these 
chansmotiC leaders Sem1nar partiCipants will read key texts 1n the de1-elopment of the Frondscon ethos, including works by Francis. Clore, 
Bonaventure. Jocopone do Tod1. and Angelo of Foligno They wdl spend o week tn AsSISt With doy-tnps to Mount Alverno, s1te of FranCis' 
shgmohzot1on. GrecCio. Fonte Columbo, Perug1o. and Logo Tros1mtno 
COSTS Graduate students $2750, undergraduate students $2600 (includes fulfton, 01rfore, housing and all transportation in ltolyl DepoSit of 
$500 due by May 15 
'1Wo orientation sessions prior to deportvre: Thursday, June 3 ond Thursday, June 17, 7:00pm. Spaces ore lim1ted Call 745-3026 to 
express 1nterest at your earliest convenience 
LIMIT 30 participants NONCREDIT FEE $200 (THEO 339-NlBI DepoSit deadline May 15 
Geography Across Curriculum Ages 5-12 
EDWS 386/ EDWS 586-W1 Two Credit Hours 
July 26-30 Mon-Fri 9 OOom-4 OOpm JOS 306 
Dtredor Dr Ginger McKenzie 
Teach1ng geography to elementary students loges 5-121 con be fun and exCiting' Leom how to 1ntegrote geography by USing a whole language 
approach through readtng, creat1ve wnt1ng, research, grammar, and how other areas such as art, music, and the sciences leom Ia make and 
use stimulohng and creative tools such as a model of the solar system and land forms. impressiomst1c charts. and simple experiments that 
demonstrate lows of nature Learn how to teach children world d1versity through song, folk donc1ng and higher level thmk1ng skills by use of 
Bloom's taxonomy command cords The goal is to teach on opprectolton of world cultures PortiCiponts will leave With a Wide range of 
materials, strategies. and resources 
LIMIT 20 PorttCiponts MATERIALS FEE $25 00 NONCREDIT FEE S160 IEDWS 386-NlRI Suggested regtslrotiOn deadline July 12 
Global Spirituality 
THEO 556-W1 One Credtt Hour 
July 26-30 Mon-Fri 9 OOom-4 OOpm ALT 322 
Dtredors Dr. Gillian Ahlgren & Sr Roste Miller 
Th1s workshop will conSider the nch hentoge of the Chris han tradition W1fh1n the context of the emerg1ng global community as we move towards 
the 21st century W1th scnpture. sacraments. socioltushc teachtng and prayer the workshop Will explore world peace, the problems and 
challenges of insunng the survTVal and well being of the next generation and our natural resources The workshop Will encourage reflecfiOn on 
authentic, lived sp~ntuallty and creat1ng o deeper awareness for a respons1ble world order 
Workshop presented by Carol Z~nn. SSJ. Ed 0 , Educahon Director of Global Education Assoctates. New York 
F1nol sess10n only for graduate students reg1stered for THEO 556 & 559 on July 30. 1999 
LIMIT 40 part1opants MATERIALS FEE $10 00 NONCREDIT FEE $160 (THEO 556-NlRl Suggested reg,straiiOn deodhne July 12 
Handbell Workshop 
MUSC 324-W1 One Credtf Hour 
June 14-18 Mon-Fn 1 OOpm-5 OOpm 
Director Mr. Henry Huber 
COH35 
Th1s workshop will be a hands-on approach to basic nng1ng techniques used 1n standard hand bell literature Other specioltechntques such os 
LV Mortelloto. Mallets. Echo. etc Will also be tncluded 1n the workshop PartiCipants will learn the h1story and folklore of hand bells as well as 
ploymg selected literature 
PortiCtpants must E!llher hove some expenence With handbells or a muSICal background whiCh 1ncludes good SIQhl reod1ng skills 
A m1n1mum of 61Qhfeen 1181 partiCipants 1s needed Bells and muSic Wilt be proVIded All partiCipants must provide their own cotton gloves to be 
used when playing the handbells 
LIMIT 60 partiCipants NONCREDIT FEE Sl60 IMUSC 324-NlRI SuiQgested reg1strahon doodhne June 1 
Hardware/ Software Overview 
INFO 949/ EDWS 649-W1 
June 14-18 Mon-Fri 8 30om-5:00pm 
Dtredor Dr Gerold Broun 
Three Credit Hours 
CBA 4 
Todoy's wand of constantly chong1ng complex computer technology con rnoke deciSions obovt purchaSing o m1nd-bogghng expenence If you 
ore o buSiness entrepreneur or have o technicol1nterest '" computers. th1s course con teach you how to make Informed deoSions regord1ng the 
purchoselupgrode of PC components and software for the home or office---OOsed on your needs 
An oveMeW and demonstratiOn of computer hardware systems and components. 1nclud1ng Moc1ntosh & IBM!compohble platforms. RtSC 
workstot,ons. and small miniComputers Will help ease purchase anXJety and provide answers to questiOns such os What I:Jnd of computer 
system should I buy? How do I go obovt f1nd1ng one? When 1s the best t1me to buy and upgrade? Should I purchase a Power Moc1ntosh oro 
Penhum-bosed PC system? A UniX-based RISC wor1tslol10n over a Penl1um-bosed system> Would I conSider purchas1ng a SCSI hard dnve? What 
ts the best value for my dollar? 
The differences between the current operahng systems available for various platforms Will be dtscussed 1ncludtng 005/W,ndows, OS/2. 
W1ndows 95, Winclows NT, UNIX and System 7 Which operahng system should I be using? Should I upgrade from Windows 3 lto Windows 
95? 
PC componenttechncdogy Will be d1scussed In-depth. such os types of monttors. hard-dnves. cases. cache memory. video cords. BUS 
technology. CO-ROMs, moth co-processors. memory. data storoge deviCes and RAM The workshop Will also include on Overvlf!W of software 
covenng communications and the Internet. productMty tools !offiCe su1tes. desktop pubhsl'ung. etc 1 development tools. uhhhes. and more 
Port10ponts ore encouraged to bnng up thetr topiCS of mterest Some hands-on expenence tn the computer lob Will be 1ncluded A final 
diSCUSSion paper and o prOfed Will be due 1n apprOlornotely five weeks oher the end of the course 








Hispanic Culture: Update on Cuba 
SPAN 355/ SPAN 655/ EDWS 356/ EDWS 556-W1 Three Credit Hours 
June 18-27 Fri 6:00pm-10 OOpm, Sot-Sun 9 00am-5:00pm LOG 1 
Diredors: Dr. Irene Hodgson & Dr. Mohos Vega 
lncreose your knowledge of recent events 1n Cuba and how they are reflected I n the art, mus1c, literature and popular culture of the region 
Workshop discuss1ans will focus an Cuba and 1ts relot1onsh1p With the Unrled Stoles leom more about pre- and post-Revoluhanary Cuba 
to help you 1nterpretthe present Situation and what m1ght occur 1n the future Dr Vega is o natiVe Cuban and Dr Hodgson has traveled to 
Cuba Wllh the World Affa"s Council of Greoter Cinc1nnat1 Guest speokers Will be Cubans or experts in the oreo Ac!IVIhes Will be des1gned 
not only to provide foctuoltnformotlon but also a feel for the culture Since most of the sess1ans and many of the handouts Will be 1n 
Sponrsh, you will hove ample prochce in listening and speokmg You Will prepare lesson plans based on workshop motenols for use in 
your own classes 
LIMIT 20 participants MATERIALS FEE S50 00 NONCREDIT FEE 5160 (SPAN 355-N1RI Suggested reg1strahon deodhne June 1 
Hollywood: A Social & Cultural History of American Movies 
HIST 285/ COMM 197-W1 Two Credit Hours 
May 10-14 Mon-Fri 4:30pm-9 30pm ALT Bll 
Directors: Dr John Fairfield & Mr Bob Cotter 
Hollywood has always token h1stoncal themes for some of tis most omb111ous projects. a trend that has become even more pronounced 1n 
the post decode What has not always been understood IS that Hollywood and the development of the Amencon moVIe Industry has been 
a central element in the social and cultural h1story of 20th century Amenco Thus th1s workshop has two purposes to cnt1colly exom1ne 
various film 1moges of Amencon h1story and. equally tmportont. to place Hollywood and tis products 1n the larger context of 20th century 
Amencon htstory 
The workshop Wllltnclude lhe screening of SIX or seven mo1or films and clips from many others Robert Sklar's Movie Mode America Will 
serve as the pr1mory histoncol text Guest speokers Will focus an spec1fic cinematographiC and h1stoncol aspects of Amencon f1lmmok1ng 
The workshop should be partiCularly useful for secondary teochers interesled 1n ennch1ng and brooden1ng the" use of film in the 
curnculum 
LIMIT 30 PartiCipants MATERIALS FEE S20 00 NONCREDIT FEE $160 (HIST 285-N1RI Suggested reg1Sirot1an deodhne April 26 
Intervention With Abused Children 
SOCW 348/ EDWS 370-W1 One Credit Hour 
July 23-25 Fri 6 OOpm-9 30pm, Sat-Sun 8 30am-5 OOpm COH35 
Director· Dr Carolyn Jenk1ns, LISW 
Th1s course Is designed to ocquo1nllhe student w1th the d1fferenrtypes of ch1ld abuse. fam1ly dynomrcs. and profiles of v1c!1ms and 
offenders Knowledge of venous Intervention strolegtes will be lmpar1ed Th1s workshop has been approved for 15 clack hours toward Oh1o 
social work relicenslng NOTE: Grades g1ven only to students who reg1ster for credit ATIENDANCE IS MANDATORY 
LIMIT 30 participants Suggested regtstrot1on deadline July 9 
Introduction to Rational Behavior Therapy 
Two Offerings 
Ill CJUS 430/ EDCO 434-W1 Two Credit Hours 
May 7,8,14,15 Fn 5 OOpm-10 OOpm, Sat 8 OOam- 6.00pm 
(2) CJUS 430/ EDCO 434-W2 Two Credtt Hours 
July 23,24,30,31 Fn 5 OOpm-10 OOpm, Sal 8 OOam- 6 OOpm 
Diredor· Dr Jack Richardson 
COH110 
COH110 
Rohonol behavioral therapy IS a self-help form of counseling whrch teaches people how to 1ncreosc thetr sk1ll rn reoson1ng so that they Will 
be beHer able to deol With problems and stresses of do1ly IMng It con etnoble normal people to 1m prove the" lives and disturbed people to 
rego1n emohonol and mental heolth 'Portrc1pants Will recerve rndMduoltro1n1ng from Dr Richardson and the UnrverSity of Kentucky. College 
of MediCine RBT staff 
LIMIT 20 part1opants per workshop Suggested regtstrahon deodhne (11 Apnl 26 & (21 July 12 
Literature-Based Science 
EDWS 667-Wl Two Credil Hours 
August 2-6 Mon-Fri 8 30am-5 OOpm ALB 107 
Dtredors: Dr Phyllis La1ne & Ms. LeAnn Lee 
This course develops concepts and vocabulary relaled to themes In children's llleroture by uslng Simple. eostly understood expenments 
Topics whiCh will be addressed 1nclude ecology, heolth. physiCal scrence. plants and anrmols Sc1ence concepls hove been selected from 
the Notronol Science Educot1onol Standards Examples are balance. inqu1ry, cycles and systems 
Some of the do1ly oc!MIIes 1nclude 
• story and poem reod1ngs 
• science for adults 




• reflectrons and ldeos 
LIMIT 30 partiCipants MATERIALS FEES S22 00 Suggested reg1strotron deodhne July 19 
Making Simple Musical Instruments for K-8 
General Curriculum 
MUSC 380/ EDWS 355/ EDWS 535-W1 Two Credit Hours 
August16-20 Mon-Fri 9:00am-4:00pm COH 35 
Director: Dr. Craig Woodson 
Teachers With or Without musical training Will enjoy th1s honds-on workshop bu1lding and ploy1ng 27 s•mple intemahonal mus1Cal1nstruments 
from InexpenSive motenols No musical or techmcal skills are reqwed The course IS deSigned for the general kindergarten to 8th grade 
classroom teachers Along With mus1cal activities for the non-muSIC teacher. port1oponts Will g01n creatwe ways of teaching math. sc•ence, 
history, the VIsual arts, and mulh-cultural awareness 
Those who hove musiCal tr01n•ng Will benefit from a fresh approach to familiar subtects, such as conducting, compos1hon. 1mpr0V1sohan. bond/ 
orchestra performance, and notation Instruments to be mode represent the four fam1l~es of sound 
Workshop d~rectar and ethnamusicolog•st Dr Cra1g Woodson of Cleveland, Oh1o, is a nationally recognized educator and teacher of 1nstrument 
mak1ng In 1993 he completed o revolutionary new instrument-mak1ng project With 25.000 school children who played With the National 
Symphony Orchestra at The Kennedy Center Woodson travels throughout the U.S presenhng programs and workshops at schools. un•vers•tles. 
museums and perform•ng art centers. as well as with major symphony orchestras 
This year Woodson is scheduled for Make and Play Along performances With the renowned Kronas Quartet events. the Hollywood 8owl Open 
House and a performance in Soarbrucken. Germany last year he performed at lhe Royal Festival Hall in london. England 
LIMIT 20 port•ciponts 
MATERIALS FEE sao 00 All tools and materials are provided except students need to bnng three Iorge INlOJ fin cans. one shoe box and o large 
storage box 13 cubiC feet) NONCREDIT FEE S160 IMUSC 380-NlRJSuggested reg•stratian deadline Aug 2 
Marital and Family Therapy 
PSYC 627/ SOCW 472/ EDWS 580-W1 
June 8-12 Tue-Sat 8:30am-4:30pm 
Director: Dr. L.E . Montgomery 
Two Credit Hours 
ELT 11 
In the post few decodes. there have been nohceable Increases 1n mental and family dlfficuthes In recogmhon of th1s fact. venous mental health 
professionals helVe been giving greater aMenhon to developmg new methods and techmques specially des•gned to prov1de help to couples and 
fam11ies The purpose of th1s workshop Is to (al gwe an overall Introduction 1nto manta! and family therapy. (bJto acquo•nt the student With the 
newest advances in mental and fam1ly therapy, and. lei provide tra1n1ng •n family therapy Although emphaSis Will be gwen to the systems 
apprOCICh, other approaches and theoretiCal orientations wdl be d1scussed and evaluated The presentation Will follow an actiOn·wented style 
With m(ll(Jmum uwolvement of partiCipants 
The course 1s deSigned for mental health profesSionals provid•ng IndiVIdual and family psychotherapy 1nclud1ng psych•atnsts. psycholog•sls, 
soctal workers. marriage counselors. school counselors. graduate students of psychology, counseling. soc1al work. etc 
Th1s workshop has been approved for 30 clock hours toward Oh1o social work reiiCenSing NOTE Grades g1ven only to students who reg•ster for 
credit 
LIMIT 25 port1oponts Suggested reg1strat•on deadline: May 25 
Movies & Cities 
HIST 289/ COMM 289/ SOCI 289-W1 Two Cred1t Hours 
July 12-16 Mon-Fn 5.00pm-9 30pm ALT Bll 
Dtrectors Dr John Fa1rfield & Mr Bob Cotler 
Th•s workshop exam•nes the mulflfaceted h1stoncal relohonsh1p between mov.es and Cities The workshop should appeal to those Interested In 
moVIes and/or c1hes. and teachers Interested •n enhonang the1r use of film 1n the~r cumculums Several feature-length films and numerous 
movie clips Will be central to the course The workshop beg1ns With a discusSion of motion p1ctures as on advance •n human percept•on, an 
ab1hty to see and understand lhmgs preVIously h1dden This perceptual advance was 1n many ways a product of urban expenence 1n both 
Europe and Amencan but '' also hod the paten hal for enhancing our understond1ng of urban life and urban structure The workshop then 
examines the close relahanshlp between Amenca's Inner otles and the development of the mohon piCture Industry The Impact of moVIe 
Images and mov.e discourse an AmeriCan urban policy from the 1930's through the 1960's Will be the th~rd motor theme of the workshop 
Finally. the workshop Will mvest1gate film norr Ia dark and h1ghly sty11zed film genre typ1fied by the hard-boiled detectiVe story! as a way of 
understond•ng and m•sunderstond•ng ohes Tentotrve texts Include Ross. Work•no-Cioss Hollywood Chnstopher. !)Qrn~r£tnthe N'Slht Ii!rn 
~ons!.L~eocan C1tv TentatiVe films Include Metrooo!1s. Qr~. Publi~E~ Q!yjQr~J, Mli!Q~.M.x..S~t. I!Jg_(ll_g_QQQI, and 
ENr W•n.rJ!ltl 
UMfT 30 port1apmnts MATERIAI.S FEE S20 00 NONCREDIT FEE Sl60 IHIST 289-NlRI Suggested reg•straflon decld 1ne June 28 
Phonics Merged With Whole Language 
EDWS 441/ EDWS 641-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 14-24 Mon-Thurs 4.30pm-8:30pm JOS 111 
Directors. Ms. Crystal Dahl meter & Ms Carol Wood 
Wh•le mony theonsts debate whKh system IS beMer. early childhood teachers recogmze that ch1ldren learn to read most effect~vely when bath 
phoniCS and whole language ore •ncorporated 1nto the curnculum 
Th1s workshop Will offer a bnef theoretiCal background an the Importance of both aspects of read•ng. then WIU demonstrate a sequenced 
language program for children between the oges of 4 and 8 EmphaSis '"'II be placed an moklng language motenols whKh con be used by 
ch11dren 1n d1fferent stages of skill ocqu1S1l10n and wh1ch cap.tolize on ch11dren·s natural language development 8oth d~rectors of the workshop 
ore currently teoch1ng '" early ch•ldhood classes. and hove CIVer tvventy years teachmg expenence AsSignments wttl center an motenot mak1ng 
so students WlllleciVe With several matertals which can be used 1n the1r classrooms 








The ·plain People· in Ohio 
HIST 293/ HIST 593/ EDWS 329/ EDWS 529-W1 Three Credit Hours 
June 14-25 Mon-Fri 10 30om-5.00pm ALT 322 
Director: Dr. Paul Simon 
Thos course goves both the professional history student well os the hostory buff. and opportunoty to leom more about such dovergent socoo-
rehgoous groups as the Amosh, the Mennonites and the Shakers Such groups come to the Ohoo Volley and flounshed on the 19th century 
Many of their descendants are stoll hvong here Lectures woll be goven by the dorector as well as guests on the hostoncat bockground, theology 
and cuhure of each group In oddotion. there woll be movoes as well as several field tnps to such Sites as Pleasant Holt, KY Ia Shaker Vollagel 
and on over-night trip to New Philodelphoa/Dover. OH an Amosh/Mennonote a reo of settlement Textbook O!Hl'W~Jhe Amo~(l. 
Mennomtes on Qboo by Levi Moiler ISBN 0·8361·3582-2. ANSI239,48·1984 
NOTE There woll be on oddotional out-of-pocket expense of about $60 to cover admiSSions. food and lodgongs 
LIMIT 20 portlcoponts NONCREDIT FEE. $160 IHIST 293·N1RI Suggested regostratoon deadline June 1 
Plants in the Classroom 
BIOL 304 I EDWS 390-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 14-18 Mon-Fri 8:30om-4.30pm ALB 307 
Director: Ms. Undo Heath 
This workshop uses lectures and hands· on laboratory actMtoes to fomilionze teachers woth plants and how they may be used on the 
classroom. Topocs onclude growong and expenmenhng woth plants, plant odentoficatoon, economoc and medoconal uses ol plants. plant ecology, 
and how to adapt laboratory actovotoes to the INQUIRY method of onstructoon 
There woll be field tnps to Ault Park. Krohn Conservatory and the Conconnato Zoologocal and Botonocol Gardens Come dressed on casual 
clothes and on shoes comfortable for wolkmg 
Required worlcbook: 'Grow Lob. ActMtoes for Growong Monds' • avaolable on the Xav1er Unoversoty bookstore 
LIMIT 20 portoc1ponts MATERIAlS FEE S15 00 Suggested regostrahon deadrone June I 
Safe Schools! 
Off Campus 
Location· Scarlet Oaks 
EDWS 602-W1A Two Credit Hours 
June 14-18 Mon-Fri 8 OOom-4 30pm 
Directors. Mr Roger Effron & Mr Steve Vollmar 
Th1s five day, fast poced 4th annual workshop provides very proctocol lips and stroleg1es to ensure o safe school environment Portoclponts 
woll be exposed to on array of speakers & resources focusmg on topocs such os gongs, work place voolence, hazardous matenals. and 
personal safety A ·swar hostage simulotoon will be conducted This workshop Is o must for oil educators 
LIMIT 60 porticlponts NONCREDIT FEE $160 IEDWS 602·N1AI Suggesled registration deadline June I 
Sexism and Racism in Society 
Two Offerings 
(1) SOCW 340/ EDWS 339/ PSYC 340 W1 One Credtt Hour 
June 25-27 Fri 6 OOpm-9 30pm, Sot-Sun 8 30om-5 OOpm COH 35 
(2) SOCW 340/ EDWS 339/ PSYC 340-W2 One Credtt Hour 
July 9-11 Fn 6.00pm-9 30pm, Sot-Sun 8 30om-5 OOpm COH 35 
Dtredor Dr Carolyn Jenkins. USW 
Thos course woU explore the causes and effects of rocool and gender stereotypmg. prE!fudoce, and d•scrom1natoon on lhe •nd•vidual. onstotutiOilOI, 
and cultural level EmphaSis woll be on educol1on. the workplace, Interpersonal relol>Ons. and communocohon ThiS workshop has been 
approved for 15 hours toward Ohio socoal work relocens1ng NOTE Grades goven only Ia sluclents who regoster for credo! ATTENDANCE IS 
MANDATORY 
LIMIT 20 port!Ciponts per session Suggested reg•strolion deadline (1) June 11 & 121 June 28 
Sexuality, Education & Society 
SOCW 335/ EDWS 368/ EDWS 568-W1 
June 11-13 Fri 6:00pm-9.30pm, Sot-Sun 
Director: Ms. Amy McMahon 
One Credtt Hour 
8:30om-5 OOpm COH35 
Th1s course os des1gned to provide an overvoew of sexuality on educatoon and socoety The course wollonclude onformahon about human 
sexual growth and development. sexuality education wothon fom1hes, In schools end the 1mpoct of 1ssues of sexuality on soc10l problems 
LIMIT 30 porticoponts NONCREDIT FEE $160 ISOCW 335·N1R) Suggesled reg1strahon deadline June 1 
Social Work Licensure Exam Review 
SOCW 100-NC1 Non-Credtt 
April 24 Sot 8 30om-5 OOpm 
Dtredor Dr Carolyn Jenkins 
Content wollonclucle a revoew of Human BehaviOr and Envoronment, PractiCe. Policy. Eth•cs. Cultural DIVerSity. and Research 
LIMIT 30 ponociponts FtE $85 Suggested regostrotoon deadline April10 
Special Topics: Occupational Therapy in Schools 
OCTH 410/ OCTH 470-W1 One Credit Hour 
May 17-21 Mon-Fri 9:30am-130pm COH 34 
Director· Ms Barbara Sorbough 
This course represent on ovemew of !he educollonol d10gnoses of students typocolly referred to occupot•onol therapy 1n a public school system 
legollmplocot~ons of referral for preschool age through age 22 ore d1scussed Presentation of team deciSIOns for •denllficofiOn of hondocopped 
cond1fions and idenflficof10n of students who con qualify for serviCes under 504 plans ore rEMewed Intervention programs ore also discussed 
LIMIT 8 portoc1ponts Suggested reg•straflon deadline Moy 3 
Spirituality: Past and Present 
THEO 559-W1 Two Credit Hour 
July 19-23 Mon-Fri 9:00am-4:00pm (with lunch included on Wed) 
Directors: Dr. Gillian Ahlgren & Sr. Rosie Miller 
AlT 322 
This workshop explores the double grounding of Christian spintuolify in theologiCal trod•flons and human expenence By ro•s•ng quesflons of 
personal and social concern, the class will probe the relevance and meon1ng of Chnst•on sp•r• tuolily In the post and present The Issues to be 
considered Include expenences of suffenng ond transformation, human Interdependence. on emerg•ng appreoohon of the cosmos. and holistoc 
approaches to the body The workshop seSSIOns will include o bnef dolly period of med1tot•on and reflechon 
For lnformohon regord1ng cont1nu1ng educot1on cred1t for soc10l workers, nurses, psychologists, counselors, and chopl01ns. please con 745 
3355 Contact hours approved by the ArchdiCKeses ReligiOus Educot1on Office 
LIMIT 40 partiCipants MATERIAl FEE SIO 00 NONCREDIT FEE S160' (THEO 559-NlR) Suggested reg1strot1on deadline July 6 
'The workshop may be Ioken 1n conrunct1on Wlfh the Global Spmluolify workshop for a noncredit fee of S300. lnclud1ng mo1er10l fee 
Stress-Busting thru Team Building 
EDWS 537-W1 One Credit Hour 
August9-13Mon-Fri 9:00am-1230pm JOS 212 
Directors· Ms Crystal Dahlmeter & Ms. Carol Woods 
Effecttve communiCation 1s essential to the developmenl of supportrve. respectfulleormng enwonmenls Th1s workshop Will focus on spec1hc 
techn~ques and slroleg~es to foCIIitole communoco11on '" the school selling reacher loco-worker, teacher to ch1ld, and teacher to parent 
Studenls Will exom1ne woys ro plan ahead, anticipate issues and address them before they grow to slressful proportiOns We Will exom1ne 
problem solvmg, goal sen•ng, decision mok1ng and conflkl resolution 
LIMIT 30 partiCipants NONCREDIT FEE S160 IEDWS 537-NlRI Suggested reglstrohon deadline July 26 
Treating Chronic Relapse 
SOCW 408/ PSYC 371/ EDWS 371/ EDWS 571-W1 One Credit Hour 
July 16-18 Fri 6:00pm-9:30pm, Sot-Sun 8:30am-5:00pm COH 35 
Director Dr. Carolyn Jenkins. USW 
Presenter Ms Corrnne Gerwe. M Ed., CSAC. CAS 
Th1s course Will address lhe three most predom1note areas of concern 1n the field of subslonce abuse treatment 
1 The onset and progression of oddoct1on stages and on overall descnphon of the drugs most ossocloted With substance abuse 
2 An explanation of I he most accepted treatment models and how they hove been affected by lhe changes -brought about by Managed -Core 
3 OveMew of recent stud1es !hot address !he problem of addiCtion relapse, relapse prevent1on merhodotogleS that address this problem and 
dynomocs relored to chronoc odd1cfl0n relapse ond ~s 1mpoct on treolment professionals and society 
In process of applying for Chemocol Dependency Counselor Certification ATIENDANCE IS MANDATORY 
liMIT 25 partiCipants Suggested registration deadline July 2 
Treating Domestic Violence 
EDWS 564/ SOCW 268-W1 
June 14-18 Mon-Fri 4 00pm-10:00pm 
Dtrector: Mr Robert Ott 
Two Credit Hours 
ELTll 
Th1s course will examine multiple factors Involved 1n domeshc violence Fem1nlst theones. biologiCal factors. leom•ng theory, cnm•nologiCol 
fheones, drugs, okohol, and personality factors Will be examined 
LIMIT 20 participants Suggested reg•shot10n deadline· June 1 
Treating Sex Offenders and Their Victims 
SOCW 350/ PSYC 267/ CJUS 350/ EDWS 440-W1 One Credit Hour 
July 30-Aug 1 Fri 6 OOpm-9 30pm, Sot-Sun 8:30am-5 OOpm COH 35 
Dtrector· Dr. Carolyn Jenkins. USW 
Th1s workshop Will explore treatment assues and approaches for work1ng With sex offenders, VIctims. and other forTllly members Guest speaker 
IS VICfono Kepler Oldaro. Director of Ch11d Sexual Abuse lnst•fule of Oh1o and author of two books SurVIVors ond offenders Will also present Th1s 
workshop hos been approved for 15 ckock hours toward OhiO SCKIOI work relicens1ng NOTE Grades grven only to students who reg1ster for 
cred1t AffiNDANCE IS MANDATORY 








Working on the Work at the Secondary Levell 
Off Campus 
EDWS 612-W1A Two Credit Hours 
August2-6 Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:00pm 
Director: Sue Bochnovich 
Thts wori<shop is deSigned for secondary staff to osStstteoms from schools to engage tn proclltioncr research The overall purpose IS to 
encourage educators to spend quohty lime to assess the work our students tn m1ddle and htgh school ore complettng Focus areas will be 
placed on moth. science. and technologiCal skills However, multt-dlsctplinory teams ore encouraged to portlctpote One odmtntstrator IS 
recommended to be on the butld1ng teams as you stgn up Areas of concentra11on will be 
• rE!VIew the TIMSS rrhtrd lntemot1onol Mothemohcs and Soence Study) and the Ohto Bustness Round Tobie report. 1nterpret data and 
deliberate on the issues around moth and science teaching and learmng 
• integrate fooltlatton skills tn the teachtng process to promote conceptuolth1nk1ng and performance based work 
• provide on opportumty to d1scuss new basics skills wtlh the bustness stakeholders and 1ntegrote those sk1Jis 1n work 
• applied learntng strategies 
liMIT 30 participants NONCREDIT FEE $160 IEDWS 612-N1A) Suggested reg1strollon deadline July 19 
Working on the Work at the Secondary Level II 
Off Campus 
EOWS 613-W1A Two Credtt Hours 
August9-13 Mon-Fri 8 OOam-4 OOpm 
Director: Sue Bochnovich 
This workshop ts o sequel to Worktng on the Work I The overall purpose of th1s week wtll be to proVIde the learner w1lh proctllloner examples 
of hands-on strateg1es for htgher quality work In the classroom and to d~velop custom1ll'd bluepnnts for each school to use for a catalyst for 
reform The week wtll focus on 
• block schedule stroteg1es 
• authentic assessments 
• best prod!Ces of moth and sctence at the secondary level from pract1ttaners 1n the held 
• development of a mtm-deStgn focused on changes 1n the system at the htgh school to <lCCommodote performance based wcr> 
LIMIT 30 partiCipants NONCREDIT FEE $160 IEDWS 613-N1Al Sugqested regtstrahan dcodfine July 26 
World Mythology 
CLAS 253-W1 Two Credit Hours 
June 14-18 Mon-Fri 9 OOam-4 OOpm 
Director: Dr. Edmund Cueva 
ALT 314 
CLAS 253 approaches world mythology by comparing and controsttng myths of Western !Groeca Romani and non Western trad1t1ons and IS 
destgned to Introduce students to venous types of formahon of values. cultural self-def1n1hOn, and problem solv1ng techmques of cultures 
through myth-making The way tn wh1ch mythic tmoges predtspose a culture 10 respond to problems 's mmnly compared wtlh Western 
approaches to partiCular tssues. and therefore to perform camporatrvo a110iyses. students must ocqutre an actrve and crtt1col crvvoreness of 
the mythtc patterns tmphcrl1n their own Western trad11!0n Studt.'!lts wt11 ga1n an understand ng of the lypes and lunct1ons of myth. and learn 
to tdenttfy famtliar characters and mollfs 1n myths. eptes, and other stones found 1n venous cultures. tnclud1ng contemporary culture The 
course gaols. hcrvvever. extend for beyond the reod1ng, under~tond1ng and tnterpretohao of mytl-s You wtll, for example develop and 
enhance creotwe analytiCal skills through close exam1nohon of myths 111 class doscuss100s and lectures 
LIMIT 40 port1C1ponts NONCREDIT FEE $160 ICLAS 253-N1Rl 5oggesled reg1~tro11on deadline June I 
Zoos Are Classrooms 
Off Campus 
Locafton Cinctnnati Zoo 
EDWS 345/ EDWS 544/ BIOL 301-WlA 
May 9. 16. 23, June 6, 13 
Dtreclor Or Stanley Hedeen 
One Credit Hour 
Sun 9 15am-12 15pm 
Th1s worlcshcp wtll demonstrate haw a zoo may be used as an educot1ona1 foe tty Porttoponts Will be Introduced Ia the Cinclnnollloo 
reSidents mammals. btrds. rept1les. omph1blons. fish, and tnvertebrales An1mal beholllar, ecology. evolullon. conservatton. odoptoltons, 
dasslficalion. and other zoo-related top1cs will be examtned Resource persons wtll1ncludc the zoo's keepers On the hrsl oov of class. 
porfic1ponts should meet at 9 OOam outs1de the zoo walk-tn gate on Dury Ave for free zoo adm1sston On ~treet porktng 1s free 
LIMIT 20 port!Ciponts NONCREDIT FEE $160 IEDWS 345-NIRI Suggested reg1strot1on deadline April 26 
GENERAL CAMPUS INFORMATION 
EMIC & ANANOAL POUOES 
odemic and general financial policies ore explotned and published in the university catalog and the Schedule of Tuition and 
Fees (produced by the Office of the Bursar) 
SUMMER FINANCIAL AID 
Listed below ore the ftnonciol aid resources available to summer students 
•Pell, OIG and Stafford Loons may be ov01loble to qualified summer students Call the Office of Ftnonctol Aid of (513) 745-3142 
for more Information 
•Center for Adult and Port-Time Students degree-seeking students may apply for summer scholorshtps through the CAPS Otftce 
· deadline is March 1 Call (513) 745-3355 for more information 
•Graduate study grants ore ovotloble 1n some graduate programs Contact the Office of Graduate Se!VIces of (5131745-3360 
The prionty deadline for grant applications is March 31 MBA, MHSA and Psychology students should contact these offices 
directly 
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Xavier offers boccoloureote degrees in more than 50 maJors and associate degrees in more than 10 concentrations 
Admtssion to the University as o degree-seektng student must precede registration for undergraduate courses Two categories 
of undergraduate students ore recognized degree-seeking and non-degree students Prospective degree-seeking students 
less than 22 years of age should consult the Office of Admtssions of (5131745-3301 for spectftc odmtssion requirements 
ProspectiVe degree-seektng students who ore 22 years and older should consult the Center for Adult and Port-Time Students 
(CAPSJ of 1513) 745-3355 for speclf1c odm1ssion reqwements 
The procedure for opplicot1on to non-degree status requires the complet1on of the application on page 38 All non-degree 
undergraduate students need to apply through the CAPS Office 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Xavier offers graduate degrees in the following areas 
•Busmess Admtmstrotion •History 
•Cnm1nol Justice •Humomhes 
•Educohon 
•English 




Adm1ssion to the University must precede regtstrohon for graduate courses Prospective students should contact the graduate 
odmtsston office of their area of mterest for specific admiSSIOn reqwements. These odmtss1on off1ces ore Bus1ness- MBA 
1ce. 15131745-3525; Health Services Admlnlstrohon · MHSA Office, 1513) 745-1912. Psychology Psychology Office, (5131745· 
53, all other programs- Graduate Services (513) 745-3360 
The non-degree category 1s for students who already hold o bachelor's degree who wish to begin graduate study before being 
odmiMed 1nto a degree program. as well as those who WISh to toke classes for lntfiol teacher cert1fico110n. teacher licensure. 
cert1ficote renewal. enrichment or personol1nterest The opplicot1on procedure for application to non-degree status reqwes 
the completion of the opphcohon on page 37 and payment of the current opphcot1on fee 
Please note that graduate level bus1ness. psychology, human resource development. occupational therapy and health serv1ces 
odm1mstrot1on courses ore not open to non-degree students These classes ore for students odm1Med 1nto the respectiVe 
graduate program 
CONSORTIUM OPPORT\JNmES 
Through the Greater Cinc1nnoh Consort1um of Colleges and Untverslt1es, any student registered at least holf-t1me may reg1ster 
of other schools in the area for courses not available at Xavier. subJect to the approval of thetr college dean For schedules and 
det01ls about cross-registration. check With the Office of the Reg1stror There will be no aoss-reglstrotion of non-Xavier 
students before Monday, May 10. 
The member mst1tufions ore 
• The Art Academy of Cindnnoti 
• The Athenaeum of Ohio 
•Chorfield College 
•Ctnclnnofi Bible College & Seminary 
•C1nc1nnoh State Technical and Community College 
•College of Mount Sf Joseph 
• Hebrew Umon College - JeWish lnst1tute of Religion 
GUEST STUDENTS 
•M10m1 University 
•Northern Kentucky University 
• Thomas More College 
•Union lnst1tute 
•Umversity of Cincinnati 
•W1Im1ngton College 
•XOVIer University 
A guest student 1s a student who 1s currently or will be oMend1ng another untversity and Wishes to toke classes of XOVIer to 
transfer bock to thetr home 1nsfttuf1on 
Guest students regtster as non-degree students through the Center for Adult and Port-Time Students (CAPS! 
A guest student opphcoflon must be completed (see page 381 ond subm!Med with o reg1strotion form 
There is NO application fee 
You must also reg1ster for the class at Xavier e1ther in person, by fox or through the moillsee poge 351 
Guest students must hove wnMen perm1ss1on from thetr home 1nshtuhon venfying that the cred1t wtll transfer before they 
• 
ore perm1Med to reg1ster at Xovter 
You MUST also fill out a "Request for Tronswpr form and subm1t 11 to the Office of the Reg1stror at the end of the sess1on 
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CENTER FOR ACADEMIC COMPUTING 
The Xavier Umvers1ty Center for Academic Comput1ng ICACI osstsfs faculty. students and staff wlfh their instructional and research 
computing needs CAC is located on the ground level of Alter Hall The Faculty Center for tnstructtonol Technology IFm is also 
located in Alter Bl. CAC maintains a liberal operating schedule during the summer term lob access hours ore posted at each lob 
entrance. and appear on the VAX log1n screen, as well as on the XU webstte 
http/lwww.xu.eduldeptslisslcoc/ocodreslob.html 
ihere ore six major computing lobs on campus 
Alter 615 a Macintosh lob 
Alter B2 a PC lob 
CBA 21 & 22 PC's and Macintosh 
Cohen 108 PC's and Macintosh 
Elet 101 PC's and Macintosh 
University Center PC's and Macintosh 
All lobs ore attended by student lob consultants 
CAC offers o varied slate of computing workshops for interested users dunng each ocodem1c term Though these workshops ore 
intended as in-service tro1ning lor XU staff. o hm1ted number of seats ore available to XU students on a spoce-avotloble basis 
Users may also avail themselves to several tutorials at the1r own poce and convemence The tutonols con be accessed from all 
networked computing lob workstations 
DINING SERVICE 
During the summer, Xavier's dtning service operates two focihhes 1n the University Center. the main d1n1ng room !located on the 
first floor! and the Musketeer Inn !located on the ground floor) 
The mean dining room is used primarily for conference groups and camps; ~. anyone may purdlose the cafeteria 
style meals on a pay-os·yau-go bosls when the facility Is open. The Musketeer Inn Is a retail food operatlan featuring 
breakfast tt.ms, lunch specials, plna, snod<s and ~. Far mare Information about food service or the hours of 
operation. caii iS\3) 745-3n7 or (5\3) 745-4874. 
AUCARD(IO) 
The student identtficotion cord. All Cord. is reqwed for oil full-t1me ond port-hme students The cord IS the official university 
ident•ficotion and must be 1n your possession while on campus The cord services Include access to student schedules and 
grades, access Ia the library, purchase of othlehc and special event t1ckets and fociliftes access 
In addition to serving as your idenflfkotion cord for easy access to campus foclhhes and programs. the All Cord 1s used as cosh to 
poy for on-campus serv~ces such as bookstore, food serv~ces. copying. library lees, post office. all vending mochtnes and off 
campus XU-LD calling services The All Cord technology even Includes the studenrs ability to integrate Star Bonk's complete 
bonking as well as PC bonking services with Xavier's financial services program The system eliminates ISsues related to multiple 
cords for campus access and funds management Convenience. simplicity and secunty .one cord does it all' Ouest1ons 
regarding All Cord services should be referred to the D1rector of Auxiliary Serv~ces and Suppor1 of (513) 745-4281 Additional 
information about the All Cord may be found on Xavier's web page. www.xu.edu. 
This cord con be obtained at the All Cord Center, 109G Umversity Center 15131745-3374 
PARKING 
Parking is free dunng the summer In order to pork in the Xavier student lots, you must hove e~ther a valid XOVIer student perm1t 
for the 1998-99 year OR a completed SUmmer Parking Perm1t on your dashboard The permits ore avotloble 1n the Summer 
Sessions Office. Office of the Registrar and at the Information Desk located in the University Center and on page 34 of the summer 
bulletin 
Students may pork In the folloWing lots designated for students. Cohen Center. Elet and South Campus Tickets will be Issued for 
cars parked in student lots without o valid permit or a summer porklng perm1t 
SPORTS CENTER 
The O'Connor Spor1s Center Is open throughout the summer Facility hours ore Monday, Wednesday and Friday 7 OOom-8 OOpm. 
Tuesday and Thursday 10 OOom-8 OOpm, Saturday 10 OOom-4 OOpm and closed on SUnday 
For those students who ore enrolled for the loll semester. no fee IS reqwed. however, proof of regtsfrotion and valid All Cord IS 
necessary Students taking summer classes and who ore not enrolled for the loll need to purchase o summer membershiP at the 
cost of S75 To apply for membership. stop by the Sports Center or coli (513) 745-3209 for more Information. 
REGISTRAnON INFORMAnON 
OATIS AND TIMES 
CURRENTlY ENROllED students may register begtnning Wednesday, Apnl7th 8 OOom-7 OOpm. Registrations may be processed in-
person. by motl, fox or email Check the Fox I Moil-In Instruction secllon for address tnformoflon 
NEW or RETURNING students may beg1n registration on Thursday, April 15th dunng regular business hours Reglstrottons may be 
processed in-person, by mo•l or fox. Refer to • Applkotion InstructiOn· under Fox I Moll-In Instruction section for more tnformatton 
UNDERGRADUAlt REGISTRATION LOCATIONS 
Offtce of the Regtstror 129 Alter Holt 
Undergraduate students currently enrolled at Xovter who ore not serviced by the Center for Adults and Port Time 
Students (CAPS! 
Center for Adult and Port-Time Students (CAPS! 102 Aller Hall 
Consortium Students 




Undergraduates currently enrolled tn CAPS 
GRADUAlt REGISTRATION LOCATION 
Office of the Regtstror 129 Aller Hall 
All degree ond non-degree graduate students 
REGISTRATION RULES AND SPECIAL REGISTRATION CONDmONS 
Students who regtster for courses and Iotito appear. unless offtctolly wtlhdrown tn accordance wtth the catalog regulolton 
regarding withdrawals. wtll recetve a vontshed fotltng (VFl grade for thetr courses and wtll be charged the regular summer session 
fees Withdrawals must be mode tn wnltng tn the offtee through whtch the regtstrolton was processed 
lAlt REGISTRATION 
The lost day to regtsler for ony class is before the second class meettng 
COURSE LOAD 
Moxtmum of 7 hours per sesston. not to exceed 14 hours for the enltre summer 
Pemussion to exceed moxtmum course load hmtls. even tf oddtltonol hours ore to be token for oudtl, must be 
obtotned from the college dean 
TUmON AND FEES 
UNDERGRADUAlt 
Appltcahon Fee 
Tuition on campus 
Tuttion off campus 
Senter Citizen Rote 
GRADUAlt 
payable once by degree students 
workshop or class/per credtt hour 
workshop or class/per credit hour .. 
per credit hour (except NURS & OT) .. 
Application Fee' .. _ .. payable once except MBA students 
Application Fee• payable once by MBA students 
Tuttion on campus .. workshop or class/per credtt hour .... 
MEd/Non-degree Educ Cerl.. per credtt hour .............. . 
MEd Executive HRD per credit hour ....... . 
Occupational Therapy .. . . per credit hour ....... . 
PsyD program .... ... ..... . ..... per credtl hour ••...... 
Tuition off campus . .... workshop or class/per credtt hour .... 





.. . $33 00 
$2500 
$3500 
. ...... $400 00 
. ...... $350 00 
. ....... $430 00 
. ..... $475 00 
$530 00 
. .. . $280 00 
Students in psychology and science courses hove the usual laboratory fees Roles ore noted tn the course of!Prtngs sechon of the 
bullehn 
TUmON PAYMENT PLAN 
Students hove the followtng ophons for payment of summer lvtlton and fees 
1 Payment of lOO'lo of lvtlton and fees or ttme of regtslrolton 
2 Employer Retmbursemenl Optton 
3 The Four Payment Plan 
Students may choose one of the payment plans above Billing statements will be sent showtng current amount due A standard 
1 0% tnterest charge wt11 be assessed monthly on the unpatd balance 
REGISTRAnON PAYMENT DUE DATES FOR 
DATE @ REGISTRATION BALANCE PAYMENTS 
Apr 7-Moy 31 25% of tuilton 25% - June 25 
Plus all fees 25~ July 23 
25%- August 20 
June 1 - July 2 50% of tuthon 25%- July 23 
Plus all fees 25% - August 20 
July 6 July 31 7 5% of tuitton 25% -August 20 




















: Summer Parking Permit 1999 .. 
I .Directions Place thts pass on the dashboard of your cor tn plotn vtew Parking ts free in the summer In order to pork tn the Xavier I del]rtots. you must hove etther a regular Xovter student permit for 1998-99 on your windshield OR thts completed porktng form on 
ailshboord Cars parked in the student lots wtthout a permit or this form wtll be ticketed This permtt ts valid in the following I 
lol!i~~ONLY Cohen Center. Elet and South Campus lots 
to 
1 Please check the office where you registered 









A refund of tu1tion may be cl01med in the case of official withdrawal or d1Sm1ssal Refunds are authonzed only If an official 
Withdrawal form is submitted to the office through which the student reg1stered lab and course fees ore not refundable after 
classes begin The follow,ng schedule applies to all colleges and schools of the umversity for summer sessions NOTE 
Attendance 1n class 1s nat a factor 1n comput1ng refunds 
EVENING a..ASSES: 
Before 2nd class meeting 
Before 3rd class meet1ng 
Before 4th class meet1ng 
Before 5th class meeting 
Before 6th class meeflng 
Aher 6th class meeting 
DAY CLASSES: 
Before 2nd class meeting 
Before 3rd class meeting 
Before 5th class meetmg 
Before 7th class meeting 
Before 9th class meeting 
Aher 9th class meeting 
WORKSHOPS: 
One-Week Sessions 
Before workshop beg1ns 
On hrst day of workshop 
Aher f1rst day of workshop 
Weekend Workshops 
Before workshop beg1ns 
On first day of workshop 
Aher first day of workshop 
SOiEDULE CHANGES 
100% refund 

















Courses hsted are the best est1mate of the semester offenngs The unrvers1ty reserves the nght to change these courses as 
deemed necessary 
ANAl EXAM SCHEDULE 
F1nol exams Will be taken dunng the last scheduled class meeting 
ANAL GRADES 
Grades reports are produced three t1mes dunng the summer sess1on If a grade has been submitted. a report Will be mo1led to 
the student. Grades are also accessible using the VoiceFX system Call1-800-599-2118. enter your SID lsoc1ol secunty number! 
and PIN ISIX digit date of b1rthl You are welcomed to call as many limes as you need for a complete grade hsflng With a lim1t of 
etght 181 lime o semeS1er 
The VoiCeFX system Will be available beg•nmng, July 6th and Will be updated dally, except for weekends or holidays If no grade IS 
reported, the Office of the Reg1strar has nat rece1ved your grade for that course If a student has a pnvacy hold. no grade 
1nformat1on will be sent to VoiceFX. 
' 
FAX I MAIL-IN INSTRUCTIONS 
APPLICATION INSTRUcnONS 
~you hove prev~ously or ore currently attend1ng Xavier. do not subm1t on opplicohon - UNLESS you wont to change your status 
lie undergraduate to groduotel. ~you ore o non-degree graduate student who hos prev1ously oHended XOVIer University, 
but not within the lost calendar year, you must complete o non-degree application but do not hove to pay the $25 
opplicohon fee If you ore o degree seeking graduate student who has preVIously oHended Xov1er University, but not within 
the last calendar year, you must complete o reachvohon form ovo1loble 1n the Office of the Reg1stror 
If you hove never oHended Xavier Umvers1ty and Wish to toke o course os o non-degree student, complete the oppropnote 
opplicohon form !either page 37 or 381 
If you WISh to be o degree-seek1ng student, you MUST be accepted for odmiss1on pnor to reg1strohon To obto1n on 
oppllcohon for admiSSion 
• For undergraduates UNDER the age of 22, CALL Off1ce of Admissions 15131 745-3301 
• For undergraduates 22 years and older. CAll Center for Adult and Port-lime Students. CAPS 1513)745-3355 
•For oil graduate programs EXCEPT MBA and MHSA. CAll Office of Graduate Serv1ces 15131 745-3360 
•For Moster of 8usmess Admimstrotion program, CAll. MBA Office 15131 745-3525 




Complete biogrophiC 1nformotion on reg1strolion 
form NOTE All undergraduate non-degree 
students ore 1n "CAPS" diVision 
list courselsl you wish to reg1ster for With ollemotes 
listed m case of closed courses !see example below) 
Complete ·college· section and sign form 
Before mo11ing or fox1ng your materials. check to make sure you 




I Complete lop of payment ophon form 
2 Select payment ophon 
3 Calculate tu11ion based on credit hours. tuition rote 
and fees 
4 Payment must be mode by due dote listed 
5 S1gnform 
WHERE TO SEND THE FORMS 
If you ore o cumtnt CAPS student. forward your forms to 
:1 Applicohon 111 requ1redl 
I Reg1strot1on form 
I Payment ophon form 
I Payment !if reqwedl 
CAPS Off1ce+ Xovier Umverslty+ 3800 Victory Porkwoy+ Cincmnot1. OH 45207-3120 
or fox to 15131 745-3055 or Emo1l xucopsCodm1n xu.edu 
If you ore o cumtnt Xoviet' student, graduate Of' undergroduate, forward your forms to 
Office of the Reg1stror+ X0V1er Umverslty+ 3800 V1ctory Porkwoy+ Cinc1nnoli, OH 45207-3131 
or fox to (5131745-2969 or Email wwwxu edu/reg1stror 
~ you ore o guest Of' graduate release student forward your forms to 
CAPS Office+ XOVIer Universlty+ 3800 Victory Porkwoy+ Cincinnoh. OH 45207-3120 
or fox to 15131 745-3055 
~ you ore o new Of' returning graduate student. forward your forms to 
Graduate Services+ XOVIer Umver51ty+ 3800 Victory Porkwoy+ Cinc1nnoh. OH 45207-6541 
or fox to 15141745-1048 
+SAMPLE+ 
Subject Closs Sechon Course Cred1t D.Q.~J.S lime 
Area No litle Hours 

















Xavier 1999 Summer Registration Form 
Student LD Number ISS# I Lost Nome {PRINT CLEARLY) First Middle DoteofB1rth 
Local Address City Slate Zip+ 4 
{ l Religious Affiliation: Division: Lost semester attended: 
Local Phone I Undergraduate I Baptist 
o Graduate I 'l Buddhist 
I I nCAPS term 
I Catholic 
year n Episcopalian 
Business Phone L1 Hindu 
(1 Jewish 
Gender: Ethnic/Racial Origin IUS Citizens only) 
l1 Lutheran 
Citizenship/Country: 
I African American nMethodist 
nMale 'l USA I American Indian/Alaskan 
n Moslem 
:1 Permanent Resident 'l Asian/Pacific Island n Protestant 
'l Female L1 Non Resident n Hispanic n Presbyterian 
"l White !Non-Hispanic) 'l Other Religion 
Subject Class Section Course Credit Days Time 















'J Arts & Science 
'l Business Admin 
"1 Sacral Sciences 
LJ Non-Degree 
Degree . --·~ _ 





Studenrs Signature Date 




NON-DEGREE APPUCATION FOR XAVIER GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Please PRINT or TYPE: Social Security Number __ _ 
NAME 
LAST FIRST Ml MAIDEN 
ADDRESS _______________________________________________________ __ 
STREET CITY STATE ZIP 
HOME PHONE I WORKPHONE l ____ l _____________ __ 
EMAIL ADDRESS---------------
The information in the following questions will not be used 1n making on admission decision Your disclosure of this information is voluntary, but it 
will be valuable to the University for statistical. planning and administrative purposes 
CITIZENSHIP ______________ _ RELIGION--------------------------
DATE OF BIRTH-------------------- MARITAL STATUS ____ _ GENDER ___ _ 
ETHNIC/RACIAL ORIGIN !check onel 0 African American 
0 American Indian 





How did you hear about Xavier's graduate programs?--------------------
ACADEMIC INFORMATION 
LIST ALL COLLEGES AND/OR UNIVERSITIES ATTENDED DATES DEGREES MAJOR 
Your intended courseload: 0 Full-Time 19 or more sem hrsl 0 Part-Time Oess than 9 sem hrsl 
0 NON-DEGREE, CERTIFICATION IN EDUCATION 
Area of certification: _________________ _ 
Students pursuing certification must submit two copies of official transcripts of all previous college work. 
0 NON-DEGREE, All OTHER AREAS 
Area of interest:-------------------
Do you intend to enroll in a degree program? 0 Yes* 0 No If yes. which semester? ____ _ 
*Please complete the degree application available at the Office of Graduate Services 
1 certify that the above information 1s complete and accurate I understand that incorrect or withheld information con be the cause of refusal of 
admission. cancellation of admission. or cancellation of credits. I also understand that non-degree students ore restricted from taking some 
courses and no more than six hours token as a non-degree student may be applied toward o master's degree. 
APPLICANTS SIGNATURE----------------------------
ONE ____________ __ 
• Return this application with $25 non-refundable application fee to: 
Office of Graduate Services/Xavier University/3800 Victory Pkwy/Eit 312/Cincinnati, OH 45207-6451/(513)745-3360 
For Office Use Only: 0 APP FEE _______________ _ ID# --------------------- 37 
38 
XAVIER CENTER FOR ADULT AND PART-TIME STUDENTS (CAPS) 
NON-DEGREE APPLICATION FOR UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
DIRECTIONS: This application is for students who ore NOT applying for degree status at Xov1er University but who w1sh to take undergraduate level 
courses. If you wish to toke o graduate level course, and do not wish to enroll as a graduate student, see page ?? NOTE Acceptance into the 
CAPS program does not guarantee automatic acceptance into the univerSity Non-degree students who decide to pursue o degree at Xavier must 
complete o degree application and be accepted mto a college. Please CHECK ONE of the follow1ng categories that applies to you and complete 
the appropnate application sections 
I Guest Students: Are students who regularly attend or plan to attend another university and who WISh to take o course lsl at Xavier for transfer 
credit. It is recommended that transient students hove written permission from their university to authorize that the Xov1er credit will transfer to the1r 
program of study 
I Graduate Release Students: Are students who hold baccalaureate degrees and who wish to toke additional undergraduate courselsl. 
1 Other Non-Degree Students: Are students who hove never attended Xavier and who do not hove o baccalaureate degree or ore not currently 
attending or planning to attend another university 
All STUDENTS COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING: Social Secunty Number ___ _ 
NAME 
LAST FIRST Ml MAIDEN 
ADDRESS 
STREET CITY STATE ZIP 
HOMEPHONE ! ____ ) ______________ _ WORKPHONE ! ____ ) ______________ __ 
The 1nformohon •n lhe lollow.ng queshons Wll nol be used 1n mo<1ng on odm1sS10n deciSIOn Your d•sclosure of I hiS •nformohon IS vol~nlory, bu111 WII be valuable 10 lhe Un1vers11y for SIOIISIICOI 
planning ond odm1n1Sirohve purposes 
CITIZENSHIP _________________ _ RELIGION--------------------
DATE OF BIRTH MARITAL STATUS-------- GENDER ____ _ 
ETHNIC/RACIAL ORIGIN I check one) I African American 
'"1 American Indian 




Have you prev1ously attend Xavier? rJ No 'l Yes. Semester/Year ________ _ 
GUEST STUDENTS complete the following 
College or university you regularly attend or are planning to attend 
CONDITIONS Written authorization from home inst1tuion verifying the credit will transfer is required Send this outhorizat1on along w1th your non-
degree applicot1on and registration form to the CAPS OffiCe at the address listed below 
GRADUATE RELEASE STUDENTS complete the following. 
I hearby apply for undergraduate credit courses as o non-degree undergraduate student at Xov1er I understand graduate cred1t cannot be g1ven 
for courses token 
I hold a baccalaureate degree from 
OTHER NON-DEGREE STUDENTS complete the following 
Hove you applied to Xav1er Un1vensty w1th1n the lost year? 0 No I Yes- when? __________ _ 
List all schools !high school/colleges/universllles) you hove prev1ously attended 
Nome of SChool Oo•es of Mendonce 
Nome of SChool Coles of Anendonce 
APPUCANT'S SIGNATURE---------------------- DATE ----------
Return this application along with your registration form and payment option form to: 
CAPS • 102 Alter Hall • Xavier University • 3800 Vidory Parkway • Cincinnati, OH 45207-3120 
SUMMER 1999 PAYMENT OPTION FORM 
e ase PRINT or TYPE all information Fill in completely. SOCIAL SECURITY # ____ _ 
NAME----------------------- ----------
LAST FIRST Ml 
HOME PHONE ( __ _ WORK PHONE ( __ _ 
Please check the payment option you will be using and sign the Payment Agreement: 
'"1 Payment in full @ time of registration 
n Four Payment Plan• 
25% of tuition. plus all fees by May 14 or@ registration 
25%- June 25 
0 Employer Reimbursement Option• 
Please write in below the name of your 
employer and a phone number of a 
contact person. Then initial that the 
Information 1s accurate and that you 
understand that ultimately the payment 
responsibility belongs to the student. 
25%- July 23 
25% - August 20 
*1.0% interest assessed monthly on unpaid balance 
PAYMENT AGREEMENT 
I, the unders1gned. w1sh to select the Xavier 
payment oplion indtcoted above and promise to 
poy Xavier Untverstty all amounts owed on my 
student account occordtng to the terms and 
conditions of the oplton I hove read the terms 
•
conditions. mcluding the policy regordtng 
est charges which IS currently l 0% per 
onth, 12% per yeorl and w•th my stgnoture 
below. I understand ond agree to them I 
understand !hot oil balances must be potd or 
accounted for before the start of the '1ext 
semester ond that failure on my port to meet any 
of the provtsion of this option may cause my 
porttcipolion to be canceled and, at the optton of 
the Untverstty, the balance on my account wtli 
become due ond poyoble ot once Fotlure to 
make poymenls os requ1red by my opt1on Will 
also result m the Un1vers1ty w1thhold1ng Iron-
scripts. d1plomo and other University serv1ces until 
oil amounts owed the Un1vers1ty hove been paid 
in full I understand that If I foil to pay my account 
os agreed. the Untverstty moy toke legal oclion 
against me and I may be assessed ond reqwe to 
poy ony costs 1ncurred by the Unlverstty 1n the 
collection process mcludtng, but not ltm1ted to. 
collection agency fees. littgohon costs ond 
attorney fees 
Student's Signature Dote 
CREDIT CARD INFORMATION: 
Cord#: ___ _ 
. oture: ______ _ 
Employer ___________ _ 
Phone# _________ Initial 
Use the following worksheet to determine the amount due: 
Previous balance - if applicable 




Senior Citizen rote 
GRADUATE TUITION: 
.......................................... $ _____ _ 
.$ ______ _ 
S345 X# of credit hours $ _____ _ 
$235 X# of credit hours . $ _____ _ 
$33 X# of credit hours ..... $ _____ _ 
On-campus MA. MBA, MS & MHA 5400 X # of credit hours . $ _____ _ 
On-campus MEd/Non-degree Ed $350 X # of credit hours .. $ _____ _ 
Off-campus workshop/class $280 X# of credit hours .... $ ______ _ 
Non-credit workshop fee - refer to bullettn ................................. $ ______ _ 
Lob and/or materials fee- refer to bulletin ........................ $ ______ _ 
Total charges ...................................... $ ______ _ 
Less Financial Aid .. . . . . . . .. .. . ... . $ ______ _ 
Less amount deferred on Four Payment Plan S ______ _ 
Total Amount Due ....... $ ______ _ 
Exp Dote: __ I__ Amount$ _____ _ 
Dote _ ______ _ 
39 
40 
Xavier 1999 Summer Housing Registration 
Please PRINT or TYPE all information Fill in completely 
NAME SS# 




CITY STATE ZIP+4 
Reservation Dates: Summer housing dates are Sunday May 16 to Friday, August 13. If you need housing prior 
to or after these stated dates, contact the Office of Residence life at (513) 745-3203. 
Please reserve a room from ----- ----- - to _ _________ _ _ 




0 Single room 




Note. In order for your room to be reserved. FULL PAYMENT must be enclosed with th1s form or form will be returned 
ROOM RATES: 
S1ngle per Night 
Double per Night 
..... .......................... $15 
............................ $10 
Single per Week 
Double per Week 
Mail completed form with payment to: ~ 
Z ROOM# 0 ---------
. $95 
$65 
SUMMER CAMPUS HOUSING 
OFFICE OF RESIDENCE UFE 
3800 VICTORY PARKWAY 
CINCINNATI OH 45207-2811 
UJ 
V> 2 IN DATE-------- OUT DATE--------
u 
~ AMOUT ENCLOSED ______ PAYMENT DUE- - -----
0<0 
2 BY 
Summer school students requ1nng housmg, will be accommodated in Brockman Hall whiCh 1s air-conditioned and conveniently 
located near the University Center Each single or double room 1s equipped w1th two single beds. desks and choirs. and has a 
built-in closet with drawer units 
• Chapel - The hall chapel serves as a place for qu1et refleclion 
• Cleaning Services - Common areas only ore cleaned by the custodial staff 
• Kitchens - A fully-equipped kitchen lin the bosementl and kitchenettes with m1crowoves ore available. 
• Laundry Rooms - All Cord operated washers and dryers ore located m laundry rooms 
• Unens - Sheets. blankets. pillow. pillowcases. bedspread are not provided 
• Meals - Available only on a pay-as-you-go basis Contact Marriott Food Service 
• Recreational Areas - Located in the basement. 1nclude a ping pong and pool table. Iorge screen TV. 1ce machine and vend1ng 
k1tchen area 
• Storage - Storage space 1n the residence halls is lim1ted to the space available in students' rooms 
• Study Lounges - Each residence hall has study lounges designed for quite study 
• Telephone Service - Each room IS equ1pped with telephone serv1ce. Students must prov1de the1r own touch-lone telephones 
Long distance calls con be made by dialing collect or by using the university's long distance telephone service. 
• Vending Areas - Vending machines. offering snacks and drinks ore located in each of the halls In addition. ice machines and 
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SUMMER SESSIONS 1999 ADDENDUM Changes are in Bold - revised 6/30/99 
COURSE# TIILE 
ACCT 901-A 1 v' Acct Analysis for Mgmt Dec 
ACCT 948-83 CANCELED 
ASLN 102-41 ElemAmerican Sign Lang II 
BUAD 904-4S Global Strategic Thinking 
BUAD 925-0S CANCELED 
CJUS 167-0S v lntro to Social Work 
CLAS 253-W1 ./ World Mythology 
EDAD 660-81 Curr Design & Teach Strat 
EDCO 532-92 Child Psychology 
EDCO 536-91 ../ Group Process 
EDCO 638-92 / Cross-Cultural Counseling 
EDEL 311-32 CANCELED (See EDEL 311-92) 
EDEL 311-92 Teaching Science 
EDEL 314-22 CANCELED (See EDEL 314-33) 
EDEL 511-32 CANCELED (See EDEL 511-92) 
EDEL 511-92 Teaching Science 
EDEL 514-22 CANCELED (See EDEL 514-33) 
EDEL 314-33 Teaching Reading 
EDEL 514-33 Teaching Reading 
EDFD 501-33 ·.1' Philosophy of Education 
EDFD 502-23 ./ History of American Educ 
EDFD 503-43 V Advanced Educational Psyc 
EDFD 503-81 -/ Advanced Educational Psyc 
EDFD 503-85 Advanced Educational Psyc 
EDFD 505-83 CANCELED 
EDFD 507-81 Educational Research 
EDFD 507-82 Educational Research 
EDFD 507-91 / Educational Research 
EDFD 508-81 Educational Research Paper 
EDFD 508-82 / Educational Research Paper 
EDHR 644-84 Motivation & Behavior 
EDME 563-43 Early Cognitive Development 
EDRE 371-81 .../ Content Area Literacy 
EDRE 472-22 Theories of Reading 
EDRE 569-32 Foundations of Literacy 
EDRE 571-81 / Content Area Literacy 
EDSM 695-0A Internship in Sports Admin 
EDSP 200-A3 Sp Ed: Identification & Issues 
EDSP 306-A2 Educ&Behavior Mgmt 
EDSP 500-A3 Sp Ed: Identification & Issues 
EDSP 506-A2 Educ&Behavior Mgmt 
EDSP 561-41 Field Experience 
EDSP 568-91 Sp Ed: Current Issues 
EDSP 579-43 Autism & PPD 
EDSP 585-81 CANCELED 
EDSP 586-81 Grr Prog Design & Practices II 
EDVVS 377-W1 Developing Leadership Skills 
EDWS 511-W1C CSL: Foundational Prin & Stra 
EOWS 512-W1C CSL: Pulling the Pieces Toget 
EDWS 513-W1C CSL: Faith & Moral Dimen 
EDWS 333-W1A Classroom Mgmt that Works 
EDWS 533-W1A Classroom Mgmt that Works 
EDWS 564-W1 v' Treating Domestic Violence 
EDWS 577-W1 Developing Leadership Skills 
EDWS 580-W1 CANCELED 
EOWS 667-W1 Literature-Based Science 
EDWS 719-W1 Childhood Psychopathology;ID 
CANCELS/ADDS/UPDATES 





Moved to COH 1338• 1/G 
Moved to AL T 307 
MW 6.15-9:30 Hunter 
instructor is Smith, A. 
Moved to JOS 212 
Moved to JOS 206 
TR 6.15-9:25 
TR 6:15-9:25 
M-R 11 :40-1 :35 
M-R 11:40-1 :35 
Moved to AL T 218 
Moved to AL T 218 
Moved to ARM 2 
Moved to JOS 206 
instructor is Miller, T. 
MW 6:15-9:30 
MW 6:15-9:30 
Moved to EL T 101 
TBA 5/17-6/24 
TBA 6/21-7/16 
Moved to ELT 11 
Meets 6/21-7/29 
Moved to ELT 11 
is 2 credit hours 
is 3 credit hours 





TWR 1 45-3:45 
T 1:45-3:45 
TR 4:15-6:45 














MW 6:15-9:30 rl Staff 
Moved to CBA 9 ~ 1 
Moved to ALB 107 
Moved to CBA 5 
Moved to CBA 5 7Jt7 
Meets at Shawnee Elementary School 
Meets at Shawnee Elementary School 
Moved to ELT 318 
Moved to CBA 9 .. 7/11 
207.. 
Moved to ALB 193• 6j.J 





































SUMMER SESSIONS 1999 ADDENDUM Changes are in Bold - revised 6/30/99 
COURSE# I1ILE 
ENGL 124-93 Studies in Fiction 
ENGL 520-81 CANCELED 
ENGL 520-94 CANCELED 
HIST 347-93 Modem China 
HRES 200-0S Human Res in Diverse Soc 
HRES 903-0S I Workforce Diversity Issues 




Meets M-F 9:30-5:30 5/10-5/14 
Moved to CBA 7 
INFO 960-0S World Wide Web Fund 
MATH 11 0-83 Principles of Contemp Math 
Meets M-R 6:00-9:35 6/28-7/1 & M-W 6:00-9:35 7/12-7/14 
Moved to COH 192 
MATH 111-33 Principles of Geometry 
MATH 116-21 CANCELED 
MGMT 901-3S Man Organizational Sys 
MGMT 902-1S CANCELED 
MGMT 902-94 Interpersonal Skills 
MGMT 903-81 CANCELED (See MGMT 903-94) 
MGMT 903-94 Man Process lmprov Teams 
MGMT 914-0S Principles of Leadership 
MGMT 914-4S / Principles of Leadership 
MGMT 944-84 ../ Motivation & Behavior 
MUSC 111-01 The Art of Listening 
MUSC 324-W1 CANCELED 
PHIL 100-81 CANCELED 
PHIL 100-91 CANCELED 
PSYC 232-92 Child Psychology 
PSYC 261-81 / Social Psychology 
PSYC 277-84 I Abnormal Psychology 
PSYC 464-42 CANCELED 
PSYC 503-43 ./ Advanced Educational Psyc 
PSYC 503-81 ../ Advanced Educational Psyc 
PSYC 503-85 Advanced Educational Psyc 
PSYC 504-42 CANCELED (See PSYC 504-83) 
PSYC 504-83 Theories of Personality 
PSYC 506-81 CANCELED (See PSYC 506-83) 
PSYC 506-83 Advanced Social Psychology 
PSYC 627-W1 CANCELED 
PSYC 644-84 ./ Motivation & Behavior 
PSYC 716-W1 Childhood Psychopathology: ID 
SOCI 167-0S I lntro to Social Work 
SOCW 100-N1C CANCELED 
SOCW 1 00-NC 1 Changed to 
SOCW 167-0S /lntro to Social Work 
SOCW 261-81 ./ Social Psychology 
SOCW 268-W1 / Treating Domestic Violence 
SOCW 340-W2 CANCELED 
SOCW 472-W1 CANCELED 
SOCW 483-W1 Childhood Psychopathology: ID 
SPAN 1 01-A 1 Elementary Spanish I 
SPAN 101-A1 / Elementary Spanish I 
SPAN 101-61 Elementary Spanish I 
SPAN 102-61 CANCELED 
STAT 200-91 ./ Intermediate Business Stat 
UNST 100-01 E Pluribus Unum 
UNST 100-02 E Pluribus Unum 
UNST 100-03 E Pluribus Unum 
Moved to COH 192 
Meets S 8:00-12:35 5/22/6/26 
Meets TR 6:00-9:35 7/6-7/27 
TR 6:00-9:35 Convery ALT 314 
Meets 5/28-30 & 7/9-11 
TR 6:00-9:35 Shriberg 
Moved to ELT 11 7/~ 
ALT322 
Moved to CBA 9 
eams 2-3 credit hours & instructor is Smith, A. 
Moved to ARM 3 
Moved to ELT 217 f4, 
Moved to ARM 2 
Moved to JOS 206 
instructor is Miller, T. 




Moved to ELT 11 74, 
is 1 credit hour ,71 
Moved to COH 1338 1/G 
SOCW 100-N1C & Meets in COH 35 
Moved to COH 1338 ~ 
Moved to ARM 3 
Moved to ELT 318 
is 1 credit hour 
MWR 5:30-7:45 
Moved to ALT 318 
Instructor is Merz 
Goody 
Moved to CBA 4 & instructor is Julian 
Meets 5/1 O...S/13 
Meets 6/28-7/1 




•Deadline to apply for August graduation is Friday, June 4th. 
*Miller Analogies Test is Saturday, June 12 . 
**Please note the change in the Office of the Registrar's SUMMER HOURS: Monday-Thursday 8:00-6:00 
Friday 8:00-5:00 
7/13-8/3 
7/8-8/12 
6/28-7/29 
5/17-6/24 
